ANTI-GAY AMENDMENT SWEEPS US CONGRESS

by Charles Linebarger

The United States Senate and House of Representatives have overwhelmingly approved an anti-gay amendment stating that the federal government should not fund any AIDS education material that "encourages or supports homosexuality."

The Senate passed the amendment offered by Jesse Helms (R-NC) on October 14 by a vote of 94-2. California Senators Alan Cranston and Pete Wilson voted with the majority. The two senators who voted against the amendment were Lowell Weicker (R-Conn) and Daniel Patrick Moynihan (D-NY). Weicker was the only senator to stand up and speak against the Helms amendment.

The vote in the House of Representatives was on a motion introduced by Representative Dannefniyer (R-Cal). The Dannemeyer resolution called on the House's delegates to the joint House-Senate Legislative Committee to vote to accept the Senate's action and make the Helms amendment an action by both the House and Senate.

Of the 48 representatives voting against the bill, 16 were from California. All but one Bay Area legislator voted against the motion in the House. Nancy Pelosi (D-SF), Barbara Boxer (D-SF and Marin), George Miller (D-Concord), Pete Stark (D-Oakland) and Ron Dellums (D-Oakland) all voted against the motion. Only Tom Lantos (D-San Mateo) voted for the Dannemeyer motion.

Both gay congressmen, Barney Frank and Gary Studds, both Democrats from Massachusetts, voted against the measure.

"This is considered a compromise amendment," said Jeff Levi, the director of the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF), of the Senate vote. (Provisions of the bill, which had also made it illegal to fund AIDS materials encouraging or supporting intravenous drug abuse, had been deleted, and the final wording was changed from "condoning homosexuality" to "promoting and encouraging homosexuality.")

Levi told the Sentinel that the Senate debates "made it clear that the intent of this amendment was explicitly homophobic—And secondly, I think it will have a clear impact on the ability of AIDS organizations to get federal funds for safer sex education."

Steve Smith, a Capitol Hill lobbyist with the Human Rights Campaign Fund, said that the senators, including California's Alan Cranston and Pete Wilson, were "unwilling to go on record for homosexuality."

Smith added that Helms is trying to make a moral crusade out of the epidemic in order to advance his right-wing political agenda.

"It's not as if someone has just discovered that safe sex literature is explicit," said Smith. "It's been controversial since day one. But Jesse Helms is now determined to try to define the national agenda on AIDS. He sees a political issue that gets people excited and creates an uproar and that's the..."
PG&E WAS PROVIDING CUSTOMERS WITH ELECTRICITY EVEN BEFORE EDISON PATENTED HIS LIGHT BULB.

The first power station in the world was the predecessor of PG&E's electric service. In 1879, it was running carbon arc lights, months before Thomas Edison patented his incandescent light bulb.

Today, PG&E serves hundreds of California communities with dozens of different power plants. By using different sources of electricity, we can combine the most economical to hold down costs.

More importantly, we can continue to give all our customers the same attention we gave the very first ones.

At your service.
The president’s Commission on AIDS lost its chairman and commission is being put into it. Said Levi. “I don’t think we need a whole panel and that has put him in a predicament with the groups that supported him there, the medical community and blacks. But he (Meyers) has done everything he could from within the commission. He just felt that his position had become untenable.”

Reagan’s AIDS Panel Self-Destructs
by Charles Linebarger
The president’s Commission on AIDS lost its chairman and vice-chairman in October. A retired admiral has been appointed the new chair of the purportedly scientific panel, but he has also threatened to resign if President Reagan fails to appoint new members who have some expertise in dealing with the epidemic. All the signs point to near collapse of the committee that the White House recently touted as its answer to AIDS.

Dr. Mayberry, the former chairman of the AIDS Commission, was on vacation and unavailable for comment about his reasons for leaving the panel. His vice-chair, Dr. Woodrow Meyers, Indiana’s director of Public Health, refused to talk to the Sentinel. But Dave McCarty, an aide to Meyers, said that the commission was getting no support from the White House and there was no cohesion within the commission.

McCarty, “Mayberry went to the White House to ask for help for the commission. The White House said no. And so Mayberry quit. And then Woody [Dr. Woodrow Meyers] felt that he had to quit too. Meyers was the one bona fide AIDS expert on the whole panel and that has put him in a predicament with the groups that supported him there, the medical community and blacks. But he (Meyers) had done everything he could from within the commission. He just felt that his position had become untenable.”

“In the AIDS Commission is in total disarray,” said Jeff Levin of the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force. “Even Cardinal O’Connor is considering resigning. I think it’s time to recognize that the effort is not worth the time that is being put into it.”

Gay Congressmen Barney Frank (D-Mass.) told the Sentinel that he felt the near collapse of Reagan’s AIDS Commission “is a good thing because we knew it was no good, new people know it’s no good.”

The disarray within the presidential panel on AIDS has intensified prospects on Congress to create its own AIDS Commission, an effort which has already passed the House of Representatives but has remained bogged down in the Senate. Levi said that he has seen no movement in the Senate toward the creation of a Congressional AIDS Commission to compete with Reagan’s. “So that puts the onus on Congress [Senator Alan Cranston of California] because he is the chair of the Veterans Affairs Committee where that issue is now.”

However, Levi felt the whole effort to create a new federal commission on AIDS was a case of misdirected energy. Said Levi, “I don’t think we need a commission, whether it’s presidential or congressional. We just need an implementation of the resolutions of the National Academy of Sciences panel which, in a 30-page report issued last year, called for an immediate $2 billion effort to fight AIDS.”

Berkeley Gays Protest

UC Berkeley students protest at Sproul Hall in support of civil disobedience action at US Supreme Court on Tuesday, October 13.
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Suicide Prevention Help Extended to Lesbian/Gay Teens

by Alex MacDonald

Persistent hard work by gay educators finally paid off last month when the State Board of Education formally included gay and lesbian youth in a suicide prevention syllabus for use in the public schools.

The state's manual and resource guide for teachers now lists gays and lesbians among teen-agers at risk for suicide. "Gays and lesbians," the manual states, "young people who are struggling with or because of their sexual identity — appear to have a higher incidence of suicidal behavior than their heterosexual peers. Perhaps because they are subjected to rejection, discrimination and isolation from support networks."

According to Hank Wilson, he and other activists decided the time had come to "redefine the education" on the facts of suicide among lesbian and gay youth when they learned that the rough draft of the program did not mention the concerns of sexual minorities. Wilson, Gay Day of the Gay and Lesbian Advocacy Council and Kristen Bachler of the Delinquency Prevention Commission began the process at a meeting of the Alice B. Toklas Lesbian/Gay Democratic Club, which the wife of State Superintendent of Schools Bill Honig happpened to attend. Wilson says that he found the superintendent's office cooperative. "They did real well by us," he told the Sentinel.

The manual also addresses the connection between anti-gay discrimination and teen suicides. "Young people," teachers are told, "excluded from groups, teased or otherwise singled out because, for example, they are gay or lesbian, disabled or affected with a catastrophic illness such as AIDS, are under additional stress that can lead to a suicidal crisis. Because they face rejection and are socially isolated, they don't have the safety valve of friends and do more socially acceptable students."

Under resources, the guide lists Denying/commissioning a Teaching Guide for Lesbians and Gay Men, by B.H. Moray and Gay Male and Lesbian Youth Suicide by Paul Gibbon.

Bed Time Magic!
AMAZING! SIMPLY AMAZING!
The Story of Gary O., His Time
Apartment and That INCREDIBLE
DISAPPEARING, WALL BED

Space in Gary's tiny Pacific Heights apartment was tight. Gary went thru a sofa bed, a futon and even an air mattress, but nothing was comfortable and they required having to remake the bed every time it was used.

He haunted furniture stores looking for a solution to his limited space and storage problems. But no luck — until he heard about CONDO BEDZZZ and their incredible space saving wall beds — but let Gary tell you the rest of the story.

"It's really amazing! I take a lot of pride in my home. I love companies and I love having my family visit me once a week. Really, I have my parents and I have a sleeping room in my bedroom and I'd sleep on my uncomfortable guest bed, but after a week or so... Oh my aching back!"

"Well thanks to the magic of CONDO BEDZZZ interior designers, I really feel like I now have a large apartment with room for a king sized plus a comfortable bed."

I chose their new "Reflections" model, with its full mirrored front that adds depth and allure to my tiny apartment. "It's really amazing! I take a lot of pride in my home. I love company and I love having my family visit me, once a week. Really, I have my parents and I have a sleeping room in my bedroom and I'd sleep on my uncomfortable guest bed, but after a week or so... Oh my aching back!"

I chose their new "Reflections" model, with its full mirrored front that adds depth and allure to my tiny apartment. "It's really amazing! I take a lot of pride in my home. I love company and I love having my family visit me, once a week. Really, I have my parents and I have a sleeping room in my bedroom and I'd sleep on my uncomfortable guest bed, but after a week or so... Oh my aching back!"

"Another nice feature of a CONDO BEDZZZ is that if you're in a hurry you can close the bed up. out of sight and presto, like magic, all you see is my attractive furniture."

"If you're a do it yourselfer you can save a buck of a lot of money by buying just the retractable bed mechanism and building your own enclosure or installing it in a closet, like my friend Toni did."

"Thanks CONDO BEDZZZ for turning my tiny apartment into a spacious home."

AIDS Panel
Continued from previous page

against AIDS. $1 billion for drug therapy and vaccine research and $1 billion for educational efforts. We should be implementing these resolutions," said Levi. "Not hiding behind the creation of another commission. That only delays our addressing this problem."

"I think Levi is wrong about that," said Barney Frank. "Tony Coelho (D-Fresno) was the majority whip in the House. He's been pushing for the AIDS panel as a means to implement the scientific input in our public health policies."

Frank was adamant that a new AIDS panel would be needed on the federal level. "We need a Congressional AIDS Panel. Even before the shit hit the fan on this one, I voted for a congressional panel. I told Bruce Decker (D-Richardson) to go to Governor Deukmejian in February of this year that I thought it was a crazy idea to have a presidential AIDS Commission. Ronald Reagan shouldn't be making those appointments."

ARC/AIDS Vigil Anniversary

The ARC/AIDS Vigil at UN Plaza will celebrate its second anniversary on Tuesday, October 27.

Participants are asked to bring until candles to the 7 pm rally in support of those who have chained themselves to the Old Federal Building in protest of the Reagan Administration's inaction on the AIDS crisis.

On November 3rd you can vote for San Francisco to have a top rated outstanding professional Sheriff.

VOTE NO ON HENNESSEY
VOTE LITTLEJOHN
Retired Sheriff's Sergeant

End Politics in the Sheriffs Department.

If elected Littlejohn is pledged to resign. This will allow the Mayor to recruit from the top talent in law enforcement and corrections and to appoint an outstanding professional as our next Sheriff.

Larry Littlejohn has been a gay activist for 23 years: former president of the Society for Individual Rights, a founder of the Pride Foundation; originator of the Community Thrift Store; current Board Secretary for the Gay Rescue Mission.

$19.87 Video!
1987 March on Washington

'COMMEMORATIVE VIDEO'
The March, Names Project Quilt & Harvey Milk Memorial

MEN MALLE ENTERTAINMENT
1125 California St., Suite 1070
San Francisco, CA 94109
\□ Tape □ Tapes □ VHS □ Beta
(Fax $10.87 plus $2 shipping; CA residents add 6.5% tax)
\□ Address
\□ City/State/Zip
\□ MC/VISA □ Exp
\□ Signature
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KPIX-TV's ‘AIDS Lifeline’ Goes National

Group W Television, in consultation with the World Health Organization's Special Programme on AIDS, announced last Monday “AIDS Lifeline,” television's first ongoing national AIDS education and prevention campaign. Starting in January 1988, all Group W Television stations (SF, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Pittsburgh) will participate in the campaign, which will also be made available as an ongoing programming and public service effort to television stations across the nation.

On February 1, 1987, the Special Programme on AIDS was formally established to direct and coordinate the global strategy for AIDS prevention and control. In a unique partnership, Group W and KPIX have donated the services of KPIX AIDS reporter Jim Bum to help establish a Public Information Office for the World Health Organization’s Special Programme on AIDS.

“This type of project is essential in the fight against AIDS,” said Dr. Jonathan Mann, director of the Special Programme on AIDS, World Health Organization. “It is only through this type of massive effort that we can ensure that people are educated and informed about AIDS. Education is the key to AIDS prevention, and it is the position of the World Health Organization that the only way to stop AIDS is through a worldwide effort. What's exciting about this is that it's the private sector. That's important. And it's using a medium that speaks to people.

“There is no more serious public issue now confronting our world community than AIDS,” said Tom Goodgame, president of the Group W Television Stations. “We have all come to see that the best defense against AIDS is information — current, frank, dispassionate and ongoing data to all segments of the population. We are privileged to be associated with the World Health Organization in this effort to get the AIDS message out worldwide. We think we can make a contribution through our medium, and we mean to do so, both on a national and international basis.”

“AIDS is not simply a medical challenge, it is also a challenge to our social, legal and moral institutions."

Do You Know This Man?

The San Francisco Police Department is requesting your help in the investigation of gay-related murders. They are asking anyone who recognizes David Porter (pictured here) to contact them.

On September 14th, David Porter, who is also known as Robert Clay, was arrested by police in Concord, California, and charged with the murder of a man in Providence, Rhode Island. Police believe that Porter was in San Francisco and active in the gay community between September 1986 and September 1987. Persons with information are asked to call Inspectors Ed Eredite or Jeff Brouch at the Homicide Detail; telephone (415) 553-1147 or 515-1148.

The leading cause of unsafe sex

Excessive use of alcohol or drugs is most often the cause of Unsafe Sex, according to two recent research studies (and the personal experience of most gay men).

If you're still having Unsafe Sex because of alcohol or drugs, you can do something about it. Don't be embarrassed to ask for help. Lots of men are doing it. Call the AIDS Hotline and talk it over.

Safe Sex is a lot more enjoyable when you're sober.

Call 863-AIDS

San Francisco AIDS Foundation
333 Valencia Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

Toll Free Northern California Hotline 800 FOR AIDS
TDD 415 456-6605

Major funding for the educational programs of the San Francisco AIDS Foundation is provided by the San Francisco Department of Public Health.
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Meet SOMA's Mr. November Chad Siebold. Chad is just one of 12 barechested hunks featured in the 1988 calendar now selling like hotcakes at the SF Eagle. Proceeds from the $10 donation benefit the AIDS Emergency Fund.


table

Also in San Francisco, Paul Bonenberg, the director of the National Mobilization Against AIDS, was talking about, not a letter-writing campaign, but a phone-in campaign. Boneberg said he was encouraging everyone concerned about maintaining the availability of safe sex literature in the gay community to call Senator Cranston's office as well as those of Pete Wilson and Tom Lantos.

"I am very distraught," said Boneberg of Cranston's vote for the Helms amendment. "Five days ago, 1 and 200 other people met with Senator Cranston, and he was asked specifically about the Helms amendment, and he said he would do everything he could to defeat it... Well, he changed sides totally. He voted for the Helms amendment, and in doing so, he signaled to all the Democrats that it was OK for them to vote for the Helms amendment."

Boneberg described Cranston's defection as "equivalent in a pitched military battle to having an entire brigade go over to the enemy."

Talking after the vote in the House, Boneberg still put the blame on the votes in Congress on Cranston. The director of Mobilization said that Cranston had it in his power to change the votes in the House and Senate because the senator "is the majority whip [in the Senate], and he technically has 34 [Democratic] votes. He has that power. That's why we elected him..."

The San Francisco Gay Democratic Club expressed "shock and dismay" at Cranston's actions, and the gay community committee unanimously passed a resolution condemning Cranston. "As majority whip Cranston ought to be offering moral leadership against anti-gay bigotry rather than joining the pack in posturing against our commitment to the issue of safe sex," said a spokeswoman.

"It's not going to stop us," said Pelosi. "We're going forward. We are going to have a letter-writing campaign to Washington, talking about the imperatives of explicit language to change behavior and save lives."

NO INCREASE IN TAXES — Continued expansion of the City tax base provides more than ample revenue.

SAN FRANCISCANS ARE NOT GETTING THE FIRE PROTECTION THEY NEED!

DAILY STAFFING HAS BEEN CUT 30%, 6 neighborhood fire stations and 12 fire companies have been closed, equipment & facilities have fallen into disrepair!

The '87-'88 Fire Dept. EQUIPMENT BUDGET recommended by the Chief and Fire Commission, was recklessly cut by Mayor Feinstein from $1.8 million to $677,000 despite aging equipment and existing maintenance problems!

PROP Q WILL:

Allow public hearings on fire safety issues such as fire station closings and relocations. Increase daily firefighter staffing from today's 515 to 581 by 1990.

Establish the current 41 fire stations as the minimum for San Francisco.

Provide adequate funding for maintenance of equipment and facilities.

WHO IS SUPPORTING PROP Q?

Many city and community leaders including: John Molinari, Art Agnos, Willie Kennedy, Wendy Nelder, Milton marks, Arlo Hale Smith and many others including labor leaders, the S.F. Taxpayers Ass'n, and many neighborhood and business organizations.

VOTE YES ON PROP Q

SAN FRANCISCO NEEDS A STRONG FIRE DEPARTMENT!!

CITIZENS FOR FIRE PROTECTION AND EARTHQUAKE PREPAREDNESS

Terry Smith, Chairman

James Olson, Treasurer

1139 Mission St., San Francisco, CA 94103 (I.D. #870426)
Only one candidate has a fifteen year record of leadership on lesbian and gay community issues.

Only one candidate has consistently listened to and worked with all segments of the lesbian and gay community, not just one political faction.

Only one candidate has demonstrated his support in the political empowerment of lesbians and gay men by consistently supporting our candidates for public office, including Congress, Supervisor, College Board and School Board.

Only one candidate has voted for San Francisco's 1972 ordinance and Harvey Milk's 1978 ordinance forbidding discrimination based on sexual orientation.

Only one candidate has played a leading role since the beginning of the AIDS epidemic in securing city funds for San Francisco's model AIDS programs.

Only one candidate co-sponsored the law prohibiting discrimination against people with AIDS/ARC.

Only one candidate has continually provided active personal support for our community's cultural, social service and political activities.

Only one candidate voted and lobbied in favor of equal benefits for domestic partners.

Only one candidate led a delegation of city officials to Washington to lobby for increased AIDS funding.

Only one candidate has led the fight for city funding of lesbian and gay social service agencies and programs to fight anti-gay violence.

Only one candidate has helped lead the effort to secure the Public Health Hospital for an AIDS treatment center.

Together there's nothing we can't do!

John Molinari

Paid for by John Molinari for Mayor Committee, 30 16th Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94118
Marching On

We are still marching. Off Pennsylvania Avenue and back in half a million homes through America, the struggle continues for love, life and liberation.

Three days after the March, the Senate passed a bill by a vote of 94 to 2 banning federal funding for AIDS educational materials which "promote or encourage" homosexual activity. Never mind that the Senate blinded itself to the fact that eroticizing safe sex helps people to avoid unsafe sex. Never mind that the pamphlet which stirred this controversy -- a comic book produced by Gay Men's Health Crisis in New York -- was funded by private not public monies. What's relevant is that the Senate singled out exactly the items the new bill, federal funds, "promote and encourage" straight sex as graphically and enthusiastically as the imagination allows; but not gay or lesbian sex.

So even now, even after our biggest civil rights demonstration ever, 94 percent of the American Senate wants to keep gay sex in the closet. And so does 85 percent of the Congress, which voted 368 to 47 to ratify the same thing.

So was the March a failure? No, because the March is not over yet. We are still marching, and we will continue to march until we are no longer second-class citizens. How else can we explain that one stroll from the Ellipse to the Capitol would by itself reverse hatred and bigotry. That stroll, however, changed forever half a million of us. Universally, marchers said that they could never again be the same people, that they would return home with a new attitude and a new determination.

And also with love. The NAMES Project Quilt is home from Washington, but it will not stay here long. It, too, will continue to march. It will go on a tour of American cities where it will not only personalize the AIDS crisis, but where it will also bear witness to the love gay people have given each other.

Ultimately, our love is the point. Long, long before there was AIDS there was a struggle for gay liberation. That struggle will continue long after AIDS diminishes into a memory. Two weeks ago we marched for the full respect and recognition of our love. Today we are still marching.

LETTERS

What's True

To the Editor:
Your article of October 9, 1987, reflects the anger and hatred of some people who prefer to deal in rumor rather than fact. Jim Mulligan, demissioned honor guard at One Place, did a fine job as a volunteer director of the program at Trinity Church. He reached out in love and compassion to people with AIDS. He did his best to provide service to many patients where there were no services. He tried to help patients find a safe place to receive their various checks. Without prior permission, he began to allow people to check the checks delivered in the mail. The only reason I relieved Jim of his directorate was to free him for the checks kept coming.

In many cases Jim did have authorization from me as Rector of Trinity to help people whose loved ones had died more furniture and clothing to the church for redistribution. This was an important service for some families.

There has been no evidence of Jim using checks for his own benefit. Anyone who is interested in a full and fair investigation should report that to the district attorney. Such rumors perpetuated by the hate-filled mail should not be circulated again by a reputable newspaper like the Sentinel.

Jim assumed power of attorney for two persons, not hundreds as the rumormongers would have it. No one has called me to tell me of misuse of such powers. To continue
to circulate such rumors is unworthy of the paper and those who continue the gossip.

All financial matters have been fully revealed to the membership in OUR PLACE. Your reporter never called to ask me about the finances. The statements about thousands of dollars worth of property being mishandled is again rumor. No one has given me a list of such property, and I have repeatedly asked for such.

The fact that there are rumors and gossip is true. The fact that no one has substantiated any of the rumors is also true. The fact that Jim made some mistakes is true. The fact that Jim is a good man trying to help people with AIDS is true. Let's get off the rumors and stick with what is verifiable.

The Rev. Robert Warren County, Rector Trinity Episcopal Church

Crown Princess

To the Editor:
Please inform Robert Julian that life isn't like the movies. If it were, the Agos children would have greeted him with tables between their teeth while their mother danced on broken crockery! Are we to look forward to an interview with the Frankenstein couple? Don't forget the nails, the lungs, the spleen and the fylkes. Whose profile was this, anyway? Your wings are showing, Robert, not to mention your crown.

Pat Townsend

Julian's Contract

To the Editor:
I have been a reader and sincere supporter of the Sentinel for some time now. Not only do I have a high regard for your paper's sense of fairness; but I continue to appreciate the intelligence with which your paper confronts so many issues.

Thus, it was with extreme surprise and great disappointment that I read Robert Julian's article (hit piece?), pretending to be a personality profile of Louise. He tried to help patients find a safe place to receive their various checks. That two men will keep holding hands as they leave Polk Street and walk onto Van Ness Avenue. To many, maybe even most of the marchers, these are the ways they will continue to keep step with the March.

And do not disparage these steps because they seem small. Looked at in isolation, they are indeed small. But in the aggregate they are immeasurable and unstoppable.

The smaller steps will be bolstered by larger steps. 500,000 participated in the March at large, but 650 risked arrest on the steps of the Supreme Court. The gay movement has only just discovered civil disobedience. It will continue.

We will get arrested at capitolis and courthouses, at governors' mansions and in the halls of drug companies profitizing off the suffering of our stricken brothers. Both the Hardwick decision and the AIDS crisis have radicalized us. We are not going back. We are still marching, and we are marching with anger and defiance.

So what does that mean? It means that instead of coming out in one out of ten conversations, someone will come out in two or even three out of ten conversations. That instead of writing her senators once a year, someone will write them every few months. That two men will keep holding hands as they leave Polk Street and walk onto Van Ness Avenue. To many, maybe even most of the marchers, these are the ways they will continue to keep step with the March.

The SF Sentinel gives you one more look at the March on Washington as the colorful SF contingent marches past the White House.

Louise Molinari mentions her interest in visiting other cities in the fight against AIDS, the writer draws an analogy to Berta Peron. What is this nonsense?

Are we to look forward to an interview with the Frankenstein couple? Don't forget the nails, the lungs, the spleen and the fylkes. Whose profile was this, anyway? Your wings are showing, Robert, not to mention your crown.

Pat Townsend

Sentinel

To the Editor:
While I have always enjoyed reading the Sentinel, I have to say that the paper is becoming rather boring. After reading several pages recently, I was just about to put the paper down, but I was intrigued by an article by Robert Julian that appeared in the last issue. I have been a reader and sincere supporter of the Sentinel for some time now. Not only do I have a high regard for your paper's sense of fairness; but I continue to appreciate the intelligence with which your paper confronts so many issues.

Thus, it was with extreme surprise and great disappointment that I read Robert Julian's article (hit piece?), pretending to be a personality profile of Louise. He tried to help patients find a safe place to receive their various checks. That two men will keep holding hands as they leave Polk Street and walk onto Van Ness Avenue. To many, maybe even most of the marchers, these are the ways they will continue to keep step with the March.

And do not disparage these steps because they seem small. Looked at in isolation, they are indeed small. But in the aggregate they are immeasurable and unstoppable.

The smaller steps will be bolstered by larger steps. 500,000 participated in the March at large, but 650 risked arrest on the steps of the Supreme Court. The gay movement has only just discovered civil disobedience. It will continue.

We will get arrested at capitolis and courthouses, at governors' mansions and in the halls of drug companies profitizing off the suffering of our stricken brothers. Both the Hardwick decision and the AIDS crisis have radicalized us. We are not going back. We are still marching, and we are marching with anger and defiance.

So was the March a failure? No, because the March is not over yet. We are still marching, and we will continue to march until we are no longer second-class citizens. How else can we explain that one stroll from the Ellipse to the Capitol would by itself reverse hatred and bigotry. That stroll, however, changed forever half a million of us. Universally, marchers said that they could never again be the same people, that they would return home with a new attitude and a new determination.

And also with love. The NAMES Project Quilt is home from Washington, but it will not stay here long. It, too, will continue to march. It will go on a tour of American cities where it will not only personalize the AIDS crisis, but where it will also bear witness to the love gay people have given each other.

Ultimately, our love is the point. Long, long before there was AIDS there was a struggle for gay liberation. That struggle will continue long after AIDS diminishes into a memory. Two weeks ago we marched for the full respect and recognition of our love. Today we are still marching.
FROM THE PUBLISHER

ROBERT M. GOLOVICH

Molinari: The Choice of the Whole Community

In little over a week lesbians and gay men will make their decision in the mayor’s race. Although there will probably be a runoff in December, the gay vote is really between only two of the candidates: John Molinari and Art Agnos. And that vote will be largely unchanged if those two square off for the final vote.

We can now see where the chips will fall: John Molinari is the consensus candidate of the community. He will get the overwhelming vote of lesbians and gay men for a simple reason — he treats us as individuals, not as abstractions. He knows us in all our diversity, not as just a voting block.

John Molinari has been endorsed by virtually every element of our community.

By Our Political Clubs:

John Molinari has been endorsed by three lesbian/gay clubs. On the left, by the Stonewall Gay Democratic Club, often called “the conscience of the community,” and considered the most un

FROM THE DESK

AIDS Hysteria

All was not well in the skies over America last week as hundreds of thousands of lesbians and gay men made their way home from the March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights.

I'm starting to hear some very unsettling rumors and getting calls confirming preliminary inquiries that a number of airlines took extraordinary measures to prevent the spread of AIDS by casual contact.

Since AIDS cannot be spread by casual contact, these unreasonable acts of ignorance can only be described as hysterical.

Preliminary reports indicate that the airline personnel involved in the incident assumed that anyone who was gay was either infected or had been exposed to AIDS. This assumption was the result of management诱导ing the attendants that a number of flights prior to and after the March would be carrying a large number of AIDS patients.

Here’s what we know so far. Some flight attendants served meals and subsequently removed the trays while wearing rubber gloves. Following the flights, the cabins were sprayed with disinfectants and blankets and pillows were placed in plastic bags for destruction.

At this point I don’t want to mention specific air carriers because more than one could be involved. The Sentinel is undertaking a thorough investigation of every incident and airline that may have been involved. If you have any information about the alleged hysterical measures taken on a flight, please give me a call.

Actions Speak Louder

This week’s actions by Congress concerning the Helms/Daniemaker amendments speak for themselves.

DAVID M. LOWE

Once again the federal government has shown us we can’t depend on them to help fight the worst epidemic to every spread across the face of the earth. No real surprise here except for the fact that Alan Cranston revealed he apparently doesn’t plan to see another term in the US Senate. Now that he’s set for the next six years he doesn’t have to worry about us anymore. Seems he’s already forgotten the very slim margin by which he beat Ed Ziahu was probably a result of our community’s support. Well Alan, I wouldn’t get too comfortable because your office may soon be the scene of a number of political actions, including civil disobedience. The Stonewall Gay Democratic Club has already demanded the Senate take a vote on AIDS and has placed their next general meeting scheduled for Monday, November 2, to explain how Cranston’s office plans to “undo the damage inflicted on our community and our AIDS prevention efforts by your ill-conceived position on this vital issue.”

We need a huge turnout for the Monday meeting to make sure this issue is on the radar screen. We still have some concerns about protecting the bay — obviously a concept you’re not familiar with. We also want a guarantee of jobs for San Franciscans, not just empty Navy promises. We want a stronger commitment to keep the Navy on the bay. We want a complete economic impact study, not just the Navy’s predictions of economic growth that have proven false in other home porting studies conducted elsewhere.

I was also appalled to learn that you had called for mandatory testing of prison inmates. You know this will have no real effect on stopping the spread of AIDS and is just another attempt to attract support from down South for your gubernatorial ambitions. Nobody from Southern California is going to vote for you anyway, and if you keep this up nobody from up here will either. What will you do next to further your political ambitions — call for quarantine? Maybe you should be calling for mandatory education instead of mandatory testing. It may not win you an election to higher office, but would elevate you to a higher principle: SAVING LIVES!

Boas Closing

Both Agnos and Molinari campaign polls show expected candidate Roger Boas gaining ground on the front-runners. In fact, Boas press secretary Bob Murphy is predicting that his candidate will pass Molinari between now and November 3 and set the stage for an Agnos/Boas runoff.

The latest Agnos campaign poll shows the assemblyman ahead of the supertweeters by 15% — Agnos 57%, Boas 42%. The latest Molinari campaign poll shows their candidate ahead of Agnos by 57% to 55%.

The latest Molinari polls show their candidate the reason Agnos by 4% — Agnos 58%, Molinari 38%, Boas 19%. That means that even the Molinari campaign’s own poll shows Agnos in a statistical dead heat with the former front-runner. In the lesbian/gay community the Molinari camp claims a 58% to 31% lead.

We’ll know who the winners are in just six days, the most significant of the four.

Hopefully, my colleague who writes just up the page from me will also have his predictions, including percentages citywide and in the lesbian/gay community.

Debatable Candidate

The only thing I’ll say about the recent televised mayoral debate is that it’s that’s typical of the nuts and bolts assistance he has given our community — he’s pulled strings and backed our projects to help get us take our rightful place in the city.

Last, look at a recent Molinari poll. In May, he led 48% to 40% among gay community. Last week’s poll, Molinari’s support in our community had swelled to 58%, versus Agnos’ 31%.

Alone, polls are meaningless, and Agnos’ may be at odds. But only Molinari’s poll makes sense because it reflects the support that is verifiable in all the other ways. That support is visible and tangible. It is support that Agnos does not have.

John Molinari has become the consensus choice of the gay community because John Molinari knows that we are everywhere and come from every walk of life. He is someone who recognizes the diversity of San Francisco and the diversity of our community. That’s the reason he has gotten such broad, enthusiastic and unprecedented support. And that’s why, when lesbians and gay men go to the polls on November 3, they’ll vote to elect him mayor.

That’s the reason that he has gotten a clear majority of the support of the gay community, and considered the most un

CATHARTIC COMICS

YOU KNOW DIVA...I’M SURE NO ONE OUTSIDE THIS COMIC STRIP REALIZES JUST HOW STRESSFUL OUR LIVES CAN BE...EVEN THOUGH WE’RE ILLUSTRATED CHARACTERS

IT'S A GOOD THING PROFESSOR GITTENOWNE'S ILLUSTRATION OF THE SOCIAL CLIMATE IN CYCLICAL, RACISM, SEXISM AND POLITICS QUITE A BIT, THESE DAYS

WEF WELL I FEEL AS IF MY MIND IS GOING TO SNAP ANY MINUTE UNDER ALL THE RECENT PRESSURE I'VE BEEN GOING THROUGH...

IT'S A GOOD THING PROFESSOR GITTENOWNE'S ILLUSTRATION OF THE SOCIAL CLIMATE IN CYCLICAL, RACISM, SEXISM AND POLITICS QUITE A BIT, THESE DAYS
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Arlo Smith Seeks Third Term as DA

San Francisco District Attorney Arlo Smith is unopposed for a third term as the city's chief law enforcement officer. His presence on the ballot next month offers local voters a chance to express their confidence in his operation of the district attorney's office.

Gay and lesbian supporters should be particularly pleased that Smith has complied with most of the needs of the community so it has expressed to him over the last several years. In 1980, Smith was off to a weak start with gays when an office employee complained of anti-gay harassment. Smith undertook a series of meetings with local gays and hired the first openly gay lawyers and investigators ever brought into that office. Today, there are five gay and lesbian attorneys, at least five openly gay investigators and several gays on the support staff. The office responded generously when a clerk was diagnosed with AIDS and has subsequently helped many people with AIDS through the court process as victims and witnesses.

The District Attorney's office funds CUAV, the gay and lesbian anti-violence group with offices on Castro Street. The DA's Consumer Fraud Unit took a landlord to court when he refused to comply with an agreement to rent to the Lesbian and Gay Pride Parade. Others attempting to tip off the community have found a DA investigator at their doorstep, ready to intercede with the full force of the law.

This should not be too surprising, since Smith has been a member of gay and lesbian political clubs since 1979. He worked on Harvey Milk's campaign against Art Agnos for a seat in the State Assembly. When Milk ran for supervisor, Smith and his 13-year-old daughter could be found stuffing envelopes at Milk's Castro Street campaign shop.

According to Gordon Armstrong, the highest ranking gay lawyer in the public defender's office, Smith has done everything the lesbian and gay community has asked him to do, from hiring as to prosecuting gaybashing. His reflection in November will make him the first man to win three consecutive terms in the office since Thomas Lynch began serving in the post in 1953. Smith's presence on the ballot gives our community a chance to express our thanks, as well as our confidence in another four years of his commitment to our needs.

As regular readers of this column know, I have some interest in the District Attorney's office, having been hired by Smith in March of 1981. Consequently, you can take the above remarks as a reflection of my bias or as the observations of one who has been in a position to observe Smith closely.

Sheriff Michael Hennessey has two opponents on the ballot, although neither is given a serious chance of victory. In eight years at the helm, Hennessey has demonstrated astute political skills. He has been critical for his absence from day-to-day management of the department, as well as his delega-__

tion of real authority in daily operations to men who do not reflect Hennessey's liberal consistency. Larry Litoff, a former sergeant in the department, who has been most vocal in criticizing the sheriff, is one of the opponents. A gay man, Litoff is trying to offer himself as "some of the above," stating that if elected, he would reign. This would give the opportunity to select a sheriff based upon merit as opposed to politics. However, if Litoff decided not to resign, he couldn't be forced to keep his promise.

Anti-Gay Congress

On the ballot is a referendum to stop AIDS, said Stonewall President Wayne Moore. In a letter which Cranston sent to Senators Lawton Chiles and Lowell Weicker after the vote and which the senator's office made available to the Sentinel, Cranston offered as a reason behind his vote his conviction that federal funding "should not be used to advocate sexual activity of any kind." However, later in the same letter, he appears to have second thoughts about the anti-homosexual bill.

Cranston in his letter, "Nevertheless, I am concerned that this amendment could be misconstrued and could bar support for AIDS prevention materials that describe the steps necessary to reduce the risks of transmission of [AIDS] . . . Because the amendment could be misconstrued, I would oppose that the conference committee [the joint committee of the Senate and the House seeking a compromise on the amendments] reject the amendments to which this amendment was added by a narrow margin. . . ."

Senator Pete Wilson's office gave the Sentinel a statement from Wilson explaining why he voted for the Helms amendment. "I worked with Senator Cranston and other senators," said Wilson, "to show the scope of Senator Helms' amendment. In its original form, it was broader in scope. I also got counsel from gay leaders as to what will be effective. To be offensive means that these materials will probably not be effective."

Many of these involved in or affected by the Senate action told the Sentinel that the Helms amendment could have a real effect on AIDS educational efforts aimed at gay men's communities. As Berkeley Senator Arboron explained, "You have to remember that this bill is going to be interpreted by the Reagan Administration."

March on Washington

Just so you know, Americahean Art Agnos flew to Washington and actu-__

ally marched down Pennsylvania Avenue with 500,000 homosexuals and their supporters on October 11. Supervisor Molinaro flew in briefly for the march and held short meetings with Cranston and Wilson. Molinaro couldn't stay Continued on page 15
ON THE JOB

New York Bankers Group

The Closets of Wall Street

Who among us has never struggled to reconcile a checking account? It was somehow reassuring to notice that the books of the New York Bankers Group were out of balance recently, with a $80 discrepancy labeled “unlocated variance” on their balance sheet. Even the pros can get their debits and credits screwed up!

No, there is not a financial scandal here. The treasurer, no doubt, figured it all out later on. Anyway, in New York these days, $80 barely buys dinner for two. Just charge it off to T & E.

If the New York Bankers Group is not competing with Ivan Boesky for Wall Street infamy, it is, nonetheless, a phenomenon that would raise the eyebrows of even such a skeptic as Wall Street Week’s Louis Rukeyser. For there, in the skyscraper canyons that see no sun, NYBG is an organization of financial professionals united by the love that does not speak its name. (And, most often, they don’t.)

Founded in 1981 by a group of gays who all worked for Bankers Trust Company, NYBG incorporated in 1983 as a not-for-profit social organization. Today, with some 230 members, the organization promotes networking among lesbian and gay accountants, bankers, stockbrokers, real estate agents and other financial types.

Richard Statelman, 36, has been involved with the group since its second meeting and is its president for the 1985-1986 year. “Our first policy issue,” Statelman recalls, “was whether ‘gay’ should be in the group’s name.

A recent survey of NYBG’s membership revealed that two-thirds are totally closeted, the only bank they found to have a policy of nondiscrimination on the basis of sexual orientation at that time was Bankers Trust. (Perhaps they don’t discriminate against gays so long as they’re married?) Or so long as they are not reaching for senior management positions? More recently, according to Statelman, Morgan Guaranty adopted a nondiscrimination policy.

A survey of corporate employers by the National Gay Task Force in the late 1970s gave top ranking to other New York banks such as Citicorp and Chase Manhattan. The trouble with that survey was that many companies that claimed that they do not discriminate had not bothered to let any of their staff know about the policy. Nondiscrimination policies are only meaningful if they are backed up by statements in employer handbooks and if it is made clear down the line that the company enforces such a policy.

Jean Robinson, 31, immediate past president of NYBG, is a vice-president at a major New York bank, one that does have a nondiscrimination policy. Nonetheless, she remains closeted at work. “I don’t trust the policy,” she explains. “I don’t think I would be fired, but I feel it could have an impact in terms of career progression.”

“NYBG does what it can,” Statelman says. “That may be more of a function of age than of rank. I’ve spoken to other people of lower rank who also feel that way.”

Statelman has taken a route that many talented management gays ultimately choose. He left corporate employment and went out on his own as a consultant. In that capacity, and on his current resume, he is fully open about being gay and participating in the gay community. Robinson notes that “When people get fired with their closets, they tend to leave the large corporate environment, set up their own company or became individual consultants.

I see people moving out of the corporate environment to environments that are more receptive, rather than trying to change the corporate environment in which they find themselves.

NYBG has had contingents in New York’s lesbian and gay pride parade since 1984 when eight members braved the exposure. This year, with about 30 marching, they added a pink triangle to their banner. “It’s the closest we’ve come to having a gay symbol associated with NYBG,” Statelman observes.

Robinson adds, “I marched this year. It was a little scary, but it’s something that I wanted to do and a risk I wanted to take. Most of our members wore sunglasses.”

While Robinson is finding her own way out of the closet (she recently came out to her parents), she is reluctant to proselytize. “I’m not sure that NYBG wants to say, ‘You should come out.’ I would never want to be in that position. I think what we do is provide an environment for people to talk about those issues. I think it is a very personal decision, and I don’t want the responsibility of telling someone they should come out.”

While the organization’s closeted status unquestionably limits the scope of NYBG’s activities, its ability to attract more than 200 members attests to the group’s usefulness for its membership. “When I started working,” Robinson recalls, “I thought I would be the only homosexual on Wall Street. Joining NYBG and finding out that I’m not the only one, that there are lots of individuals, if they choose, but not through NYBG,” Statelman says.

NYBG is a member of the Network, a loose association of 12 lesbian and gay professional groups in New York City. The Network includes the Greater Gotham Business Council and organizations of physicians, dentists, attorneys, psychologists, health-care workers, high-tech types, advertising and marketing people, and others. All of the groups get together for an annual Christmas party which attracted 1,000 revelers last year. “It was overwhelming,” says Robinson. “There is nothing like walking in there and seeing all of these gay and lesbian professionals. It just gives me goose bumps every time I see it. It’s wonderful.”

David Beers, a former president of NYBG, was interviewed for a story in the New York Times. The story identified him as a gay, 30-year-old banker, working for a major financial center bank. When Beers walked into his office on the day the story appeared, the stereo was on a twitter with the news. Beers’ secretary came into his office and said, “David, I read it in the Times, and I just couldn’t believe it! I thought you were only 29.”

Be Yourself

Catholic Gay Men, Lesbians, our Friends and Families

in Worship in Service in Community & Song

Sunday Mass, 5:30 p.m., St. Boniface Church
133 Golden Gate (at Civic Center), 415/584-1714

AIDS WE CAN HELP.

• Crisis Intervention
• Inpatient and Outpatient Medical Care

• Ongoing Support Group for people with AIDS
• Bereavement Groups for lovers, friends and families

750-5775
St. Mary’s Hospital and Medical Center
450 Sutter Street • San Francisco, CA 94117
LETTERS
Continued from page 6
Sharpened Principles
To the Editor:
It seems during the six weeks that Robert Julian waited to interview Mr. Molinari, he sharpened his tone, not his pencil. This was neither a human interest story nor a personality profile.
Does your reporter think he's writing for Family Circle or is he just "heavy into jewelry"? Is it any wonder there might be some degree of reticency based on previous Sentinel columns by David Lowe? Is this a hatchet job or just another axe to grind?

Best of luck on your weekly publication. I hope you can live up to your principles published on the next page that followed the interview.

Christopher Nowak

True Integrity
To the Editor:
I take exception with Sentinel publisher Bob Golovich's incessant attacks on Art Agnos and his supporters in the Alice B. Toklas Lesbian/Gay Democratic Club.
If Mr. Golovich wishes to talk about the integrity of the candidates' behavior in Alice, then let's begin:
It was the Molinari campaign that sought to disfellowship selected members who had joined Alice at the low-income level. Agnos supporters fought that move.
It was the Molinari campaign that sought to keep Republicans and other non-Democrats in the Democratic club. Agnos supporters fought to uphold the club's bylaws.
It was the Molinari campaign that limited access to the club membership. Agnos supporters fought the move.
It was the Molinari campaign that refused ballot security measures during club voting. Agnos supporters fought for ballot integrity.
It was the Molinari campaign, led by Mr. Golovich, that sought to throw out the club bylaws and disfranchise new members. Agnos supporters fought to protect the integrity of the club's rules.
The rumor on the street is that a paid Molinari staffer is ghostwriting Mr. Molinari's column. I don't know if the rumor to be true, but I do know that the extreme propaganda and rampant falsehood consistently printed under his name do not do the Sentinel justice. Mr. Golovich has successfully kept a partisan focus on political battles engineered by the Molinari camp, while deftly ignoring the larger issues of the mayor's eight years. Alice has been through a fierce battle, one which has ended in a stalemate. We all hope to pull the club back together now and move forward in areas of common concern. Mr. Golovich does Alice, and the general cause of lesbian/gay politics, no good with his distorted harangues.

Lester Olson-Reed

Losing Harry
To the Editor:
On Tuesday, October 13th, I attended the hearing in the Board of Supervisors' chambers on the issue of tightening up rent control and dealing with vacancy control. The place was packed with landlords while most of us tenants were unable to gain access to the chambers. I was one of the more fortunate (or perhaps unfortunate) tenants to get into the hearing. It has become apparent that there are some supervisors who are, for reasons that may be all too apparent, stonewalling on this issue. It has once again been delayed in another date in the future.

I have heard rumors that Supervisor Harry Britt is one of those forces who deliberately stonewalling. Harry seems to be following the lead of his candidate, Jack Molinari. We saw it with his stand on the Missouri, and now we have his comment on vacancy control. I hope that I am wrong, but I believe that we are losing Harry to other interests. We may well have already lost him.

Harry, I have supported you throughout the duration of your office. I worked for your congressional campaign. I pained when Pelosi won. I pain worse today as a tenant, as a person with AIDS, as a community activist, who I see dragging your belfs on issues of vital concern to the gay and lesbian community and our city at large. 500,000 of us gathered in Washington, DC, to make a statement, Harry. Stop listening to those other interests and refuse on our community and city again, before it is too late.

There are some very dynamic gay and lesbian candidates out there, people of color, women, people able to give us the leadership and the pride that we are truly all about. Don't let Jack pull you down, Harry. Maybe

we can still be friends.

Richard P. Bernstein

UCSF/HAIDS Support Group

A Feel-Good Paper
To the Editor:
I was truly amazed at the biases printed against Amelia's in your recent article about the closing of the Baybrick. Over the years, many thousands of dollars from AIDS benefits have poured from Amelia's doors in that "scary" location where "cab drivers won't go." Amelia's owner Rikki Streicher has been a leading philanthropist and pillar of the gay community for over twenty years. She has surrounded herself with a bar staff who reflect this spirit, a spirit which to a great extent carries over into the atmosphere of Amelia's. Does this social awareness and willingness to give mean nothing to the editors of this paper? Or are "dressing up" and "putting on make-up" at Code Blue all that matter? Where are your priorities?

It saddens me greatly to see this degree of journalistic irresponsibility in one of our most widely-read newspapers. It seems that one could expect such a shortsighted attitude from a woman who calls herself "Dono." Does a newspaper that prints her remarks without qualification deserve to call itself the Sentinel? Clearly what this community needs is not a club that "makes the women of San Francisco feel good about themselves," but a newspaper that does so.

Lisa Adams

Thoughtful Fare
To the Editor:
Concerning your "Books" column of October 2 and Edward Kaufmann's review of Allan Bloom's The Closing of the American Mind. Kaufmann's piece was a masterly essay that gives us lots to think about, dealing with a book that seems to have generated lots of thinking. Thoughtful readers hope you'll serve us more such cognitive fare.

Lawrence Maxwell

All letters must be typed and legibly signed originals. Please include your complete address and telephone number. Deadline is the Friday prior to publication. We reserve the right to edit or reject any letter submitted.

Brenny is a virtue.

ARE YOU READY
FOR YOUR CLOSE-UP?

...have your head done by theatrical professionals...
from elegant drag to outrageous fantasy,

the possibilities are endless!

Ten artists are taking appointments...NOW!

For Info. call 431-1235

Richard Staud Enterprises is a professional training program
for the performing arts.
ENDORSEMENTS

WE WANT THE BEST AIDS SERVICES IN THE WORLD... San Francisco, already the model for the world in its response to AIDS, faces an ever-increasing strain on its health-care delivery system. As more and more of our people are diagnosed with AIDS or ARC, and as more and more life-extending treatments become available, new funding solutions must be found. We want the new mayor to make AIDS the highest priority of the administration.

WE WANT A LESBIAN/GAY COMMUNITY CENTER... There is a growing need for a center dealing with the myriad of medical, social, cultural, and recreational needs of our community. We want in San Francisco what already exists in Fresno, Vancouver, Los Angeles and elsewhere. We want our own community center, and we want it soon.

WE WANT DOMESTIC PARTNERS LEGISLATION SIGNED INTO LAW... We want full recognition of our relationships. We want a vehicle to register our life commitment to each other, and we want benefits equal to those accorded to heterosexual spouses such as life and health insurance, bereavement leave, and visitation rights. Many California cities have already enacted similar legislation. It’s time that San Francisco recognized the legitimacy of Lesbian and Gay relationships.

WE WANT AN END TO VIOLENCE AGAINST LESBIANS AND GAY MEN... There’s no excuse for our people having to fear walking on the streets, riding on MUNI, or strolling in the parks. MUNI or the Police Force or both should be shaken up. The next mayor must make it happen.

WE WANT FULL EMPOWERMENT OF LESBIAN AND GAY PEOPLE... We want the new administration to have Lesbians and Gay Men fully integrated into the system at every level of government. We want equal access to the powers that run our city. We want a mayor who listens to us and who helps us achieve our goal, not one who dictates to us. For many years our community has given its liberal friends the full extent of its support. In return, we must demand their support of us. And when we have a rare chance to elect one of our own to higher office, as in the recent Congressional race, we expect our friends to return the support. As Harvey Milk so often reminded us—we will not be liberated until we ourselves are in positions of power. When push came to shove, only one candidate for Mayor supported the hopes and dreams of Lesbian and Gay people in our effort to send one of our own to Congress.

Stonewall has been fighting for Lesbian and Gay Liberation for thirteen years. Nothing comes before that goal. We’ve never been dictated to by a party machine, a favored politician, or anyone. We don’t make deals, we make demands.

In a completely open and democratic process, we evaluated the candidates and their track records. We kept our goals in mind and considered what we want from a mayor. Only one candidate passed the test. Supported by a majority of our Executive Board as well as every Club President since 1979, our members overwhelmingly decided that...

WE WANT THE CANDIDATE WHO IS WITH US ON THE ISSUES THAT MATTER:

JOHN MOLINARI FOR MAYOR

Re-elect proven friends of our community

MIKE HENNESSEY FOR SHERIFF
ARLO SMITH FOR DISTRICT ATTORNEY

YES on...

A Police Facilities
F New Parking
P District Elections
W A New Ball Park

Yes on B C D G H I J L N O Q U & V

Remember to Vote: Tuesday, November 3rd!

FOR INFORMATION ON MEMBERSHIP CALL CLUB PRESIDENT WAYNE MOORE 864-6036
This Week: Bulls vs. Bears

Well, sports fans, we were definitely pre-empted last week by the huge March on Washington, but even Slap Maxwell would have agreed it was for a good cause, and whoever said, "They also serve who sit and wait," was right on target.

Not too much happened during the past two weeks, that is, if you don't count: the Giants losing the playoffs, the NFL strike settlement, Francis Medeiros being elected Commissioner of the Gay Softball League, the stock market crash, Reagan getting us into Iran, and Roger Boss winning the mayoral debate. Some of these we'll look into; the rest we'll leave to the pricer talent of the Sentinel staff.

The Future is Now

Wait 'til next year! How many times have we heard that from the Giants? Well, I think we're onto something this time, though. They have a fine group of young players for the future, very reminiscent of the Garvey-Lopes-Russell-Cey Dodgers of the '70s — very reminiscent of the Garvey-Lopes-Russell-Cey Dodgers of the '70s — and Roger Boss winning the mayoral debate. Some of these we'll look into; the rest we'll leave to the pricer talent of the Sentinel staff.

Tom Kelly obviously didn't go to the Tommy Lasorda Management School, but Billy Martin might have; yup, old Billy and George are at it again at the Bigzone, Zee, that act is getting tiresome.

Isn't Tiger Stadium great! I'm having a difficult time deciding whom to cheer for in the World Series; I'm a Gemini (Twins), named after a Cardinal (Cushing of Boston). I really wish they'd let Mary Tyler Moore throw out the first ball at one of the World Series games. Oh, to hear her squeal just one last time, "Oh, Mr. Grant!"

What did you think of the Garvey-Lopes-Russell-Cey Dodgers of the '70s — and Roger Boss winning the mayoral debate. Some of these we'll look into; the rest we'll leave to the pricer talent of the Sentinel staff.

Giants young battery of pitcher Scott Garrelts and catcher Bob Melvin hold the future of the Hummm Babies in their hot million — before the market crash.

Softballers Get New Board

Between innings of the Giants/Cardinals game 6, the GSL elected its new officers for 1988. Francis Medeiros, who stated that as commissioner he'll "make the effort to reach more people for the growth of the league." And in a spirit of gratitude for all the outside help the league received during the past Gay World Series, he declared: "I want to repay those who helped the GSL as volunteers." By that I assume he means that the services of the GSL will be made available to organizations who assisted the league. Medeiros notably avoided any commitment to changes in the league scheduling in regards to competitive categories, but left open the possibility of future dialogue. Said he, "I know that it's going to be discussed, they're already talking about a recreational division for Series XII in Dallas."

Jim Schreck, departing league treasurer, had the liner of the night in his speech about the Al-Is-Be-Token gambling. Tommy Lee Sherk has acquired the New Bell on Polk Street and is renaming it Uncle Bert's New Bell. Art White tells me it's a hoot of a trip.

Mary Tyler Moore was elected the GSL commissioner he'll "make the effort to reach more people for the growth of the league." And in a spirit of gratitude for all the outside help the league received during the past Gay World Series, he declared: "I want to repay those who helped the GSL as volunteers." By that I assume he means that the services of the GSL will be made available to organizations who assisted the league. Medeiros notably avoided any commitment to changes in the league scheduling in regards to competitive categories, but left open the possibility of future dialogue. Said he, "I know that it's going to be discussed, they're already talking about a recreational division for Series XII in Dallas."

Jim Schreck, departing league treasurer, had the liner of the night in his speech about the Al-Is-Be-Token gambling. Tommy Lee Sherk has acquired the New Bell on Polk Street and is renaming it Uncle Bert's New Bell. Art White tells me it's a hoot of a trip.

MEN Tired of your love handles? Liposuction (fat suction) will do for you in 1 hour what diet and exercise has failed to do—get rid of your love handles forever.

Call (415) 421-1281 to schedule your free liposuction consultation.

Feel Good Because You Look Good.

THE RESCH CLINIC OF PLASTIC SURGERY 500 SUTTER ST., SUITE 615, SAN FRANCISCO CERTIFIED BY THE AMERICAN BOARD OF PLASTIC SURGERY AND THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF CANADA

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS • FINANCING AVAILABLE.
Winter Ball

Sounds like a co-edill. Well, it's a solicitoh for six weeks of recrea-

tional softball for any guy interested in playing. It'll be this Sunday, October

23, at Christopher Field at Height Heights Shopping Center. The first 20

persons to arrive are on the team. So be there from 10 am to 3 pm.

T.G.I.F.

Thank God, it's Football, real foot-

ball anyhow. The strike is over, the

regulates are back, and am I ever glad.

Three weeks ago, I went all over town

seeking out bars to watch football, and

the teams decided to strike the following

week. Hey, guys, if you don't like my

column, just say so, no need to take it

out on everybody else.

How do you think Tom Cousineau

must feel. First he's traded from

Cleveland, then he's called "quar," then

he's cut from the Niner's, then he

breaks the strike and is called a "scab."

Now he's back on the team; I'd say he's

feeling mighty paranoid. Tom, no one

persons to arrive are on the team. So be

looking at the pre-March rally that Molinari

avoided if someone had briefed their

rassing experience that could have been

but had to ask host Paul Wotman if he

rushed to SF to participate in the Col-
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AMERICAN LEAGUE

G. Bell, TOR

R. Clemens, BOS

M. McGuire, OAK

S. Anderson, DET

J. Camence, OAK

NATIONAL LEAGUE

A. Dawson, CHI

O. Herbst, LA

B. Santiago, SD

R. Craig, SF

M. Aldrete, SF

One point from downtown

Swimming Pool

Hot Tub Spa with Jacuzzi

Color TV with Cable

Luggage Units

Barbecue Area

Direct Dial Phones

Guest House for large parties

One mile from fun spots

FREE map
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We want you for what you can give.

But it works both ways.

Cooking and cleaning for people with AIDS is what the Practical Support Program is all about. There's another side too! You will receive as much as you give. Many of the over 100 Practical Support Volunteers, men and women from all walks of life, will become your friends. Come join and receive as much as you give.

Tip the scales.

Be a Shanti Practical Support Volunteer.

Call 777-CARE today.

DUKE'S PICKS

A final baseball item: Each year, the Baseball Writers Associa-

tion votes the league's MVP, Cy Young Award and Rookie

of the Year. Although they didn't invite me to participate, I'm of-

ering my selections for the hell o f it. I decided to add a new
category: "Hunk of the Year."
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J. Camence, OAK

NATIONAL LEAGUE

A. Dawson, CHI

O. Herbst, LA

B. Santiago, SD

R. Craig, SF

M. Aldrete, SF

We want you for what you can give.

But it works both ways.

Cooking and cleaning for people with AIDS is what the Practical Support Program is all about. There's another side too! You will receive as much as you give. Many of the over 100 Practical Support Volunteers, men and women from all walks of life, will become your friends. Come join and receive as much as you give.

Tip the scales.

Be a Shanti Practical Support Volunteer.

Call 777-CARE today.

Regency Cruises

great places, great ships, great company

Introducing the Caribbean/ Yucatan cruise for people who know cruising.

from $835* incl. free air from SFO

Come celebrate the inaugural sailings of Regency's fabulous Caribbe-

ean/Yucatan cruise with these special savings. Depending on cabin category, you can save for seven (minimum) days from $299! Including free air and excursion.

Regency cruises the Americas' favorite destination, the exotic Yucatan peninsula. From the Mayan ruins on the mystical Yucatan peninsula.

You'll sail on the 25,000 ton luxurious REGENT SEA, reserved for her extra large cabins, 95% of which are outside. Fine continental cuisine and attentive European service. And new you can sail this "cruiser's cruise" at a
great price! We offer convenient Sunday departures from Tampa Nov. 7th Apr. 9th.

Call (415) 957-1808 for Details

Cruise Holidays

great places, great ships, great company

Introducing the Caribbean/ Yucatan cruise for people who know cruising.

from $835* incl. free air from SFO

Come celebrate the inaugural sailings of Regency's fabulous Caribbe-

ean/Yucatan cruise with these special savings. Depending on cabin category, you can save for seven (minimum) days from $299! Including free air and excursion.

Regency cruises the Americas' favorite destination, the exotic Yucatan peninsula. From the Mayan ruins on the mystical Yucatan peninsula.

You'll sail on the 25,000 ton luxurious REGENT SEA, reserved for her extra large cabins, 95% of which are outside. Fine continental cuisine and attentive European service. And new you can sail this "cruiser's cruise" at a
great price! We offer convenient Sunday departures from Tampa Nov. 7th Apr. 9th.

Call (415) 957-1808 for Details
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WEEKLY ALMANAC: On Friday. Scorpion. During this time in late October, your love life will be filled with passion. Whoever's lucky enough to be your partner will be your priority as sexual sensuality and naked intimacy will be uppermost in their minds. This can be a great time for romantic pursuits.

During the late '60s and early '70s, Gold's Gym in Venice, California, was the most famous weight gym in Southern California. That fact was not lost on other gyms either.

The Original Gold's

In any business, there are a few companies that ride above the rest. In exercise and fitness circles, names like Fonda, Greggains, Voiit, Adidas and Puma bring respect from the sweat-and-shower crowd. There is one name, however, that conveys not only exercise but muscle and where to get it. That name is Gold — or rather — Joe Gold.

Our concern is not with Joe Gold, but with the gym chain he founded years ago. During the late '60s and early '70s, Gold's Gym in Venice, California, was the most famous weight gym in Southern California. That fact was not all that impressive to the general public. The "spa" was in the wrong place; then, the hardcore weight trainers frequenting Gold's. Now some 30 years later, Joe Gold has sold his gym operation, and others have made it into the multi-million dollar business it is today. Riding along with the bodybuilding boom of the '80s, Gold's Gym now boasts a network of more than 100 gyms worldwide.

Most outlets are located in the United States and Canada, while others can be found in locales as Singapore and the West Indies.

Gold's Gym is well-equipped with weight training equipment, offering a full line of barbells, dumbbells, beginning-to-advanced machinery and reasonable rates. Gold's welcomes all weight trainers — from the beginning exerciser to the pros bodybuilders.

In the gym world hierarchy, Gold's Gym is the hardcore muscle palace. Joe Gold's reputation worldwide as the best place to build a body is its potential in the fitness world naturally possible. One first stepped into a Gold's Gym in April 1982. I had been bodybuilding at other gyms for several years, but never had the guts to go into a Gold's. Today, with over 200 lbs. of muscle on my frame, it is ridiculous that I ever needed guts to go into a gym. Unfortunately, I hear many would-be weight trainers since their fears to me about going into Gold's. Once in the gym, however, most fears subside, and most Gold's Gym first-timers ease into their workouts (with proper instruction, of course, without too much trouble).

In San Francisco, two Gold's Gyms can be found: the newest Gold's, Gold's Gym at Union Square (reviewed several weeks ago), and the San Francisco original located at Valencia and 14th Street. While the downtown Gold's is aptly named in the chain with towel service, pool interior, computer workout programs and aerobics, plus higher rates — the facility on Valencia is more in keeping with Gold's '80s tradition.

Gold's Gym-Valencia is not a full gym. There are a few people socializing, but most patrons of this gym are working out diligently and that's their sole focus.

Our gym obtain duplicates of the more popular poundage (40-70) to avoid the unpopular waiting. There are always, some faults at Gold's-Valencia. For starters, the gym is located next to the Valencia Gardens, headquarters of the highest crime area in the city. Police arrests, thefts, auto damage and undesirable characters are frequent occurrences here. The building is housed in, to put it politely, is falling apart; smelly bathrooms, leaky roofs, and spilt carpeting are the major annoyances bothering Gold's patrons. Aside from these faults, Gold's-Valencia is a good gym. The equipment and the people make this worthwhile workout facility. I have yet to find a gym where you cannot have a nice workout within its walls.

Capricorn, the whale...

CAPRICORN, THE WHALE

(Dec. 22 - Jan 19): Scorpio is a sign which signals new starts in your life. This week a wildly intense stranger will suddenly move into your life without your expectation, and the past will suddenly lose its hold on you. By week's end you'll be ready to leap into future unforeseen adventures. Enjoy the day-to-day stimulation, passion and much in- credible excitement one after another. This is the best time of the year to get your astrology chart interpreted.

Aquarius, the eagle...  

AQUARIUS, THE EAGLE (Jan 20 - Feb 18): Scorpio is your moment of the year. Things are moving in the right direction for you. Develop your talents to the maximum, you've wanted, to make final moves in your career or business, now's the time. But for god's sake, leave the home just the way you want it... God's-Valencia is a good gym. The equipment and the people make this worthwhile workout facility. I have yet to find a gym where you cannot have a nice workout within its walls.

Overall Grade: A

Gold's Gym-Valencia is located at 350 Valencia St (at 18th), SF (Call 415) 622-8855 for further information.
The Buyers Club

The HIV-positive buyers clubs are typically nonprofit organizations set up by and for persons with AIDS. They provide a positive attitude status in order to buy nutritional products at wholesale prices, usually products not readily available in health-food stores. These organizations also help in consumer protection by making more sophisticated product selection and purchasing decisions that individuals would be likely to do. As a group, they can negotiate better prices with vendors and often send samples of products to commercial testers for independent testing. Most of the buyers clubs work together well, sharing information and negotiating bulk amounts as necessary. They provide the power of a national network created and controlled by HIV infected persons and are explicitly dedicated to making the best treatments available.

In practice, buyers clubs vary widely. Some of the smaller ones skip the considerable paperwork of incorporating as a nonprofit, typically they are for profit businesses even if they were not set up to make money. Some will ship products to mail orders; others are set up to handle mail order, so customers must pick up their orders locally. Some need to collect money in advance and then place orders, requiring a wait; others are able to process payments quickly.

Besides organizing group buys of products, buyers clubs can also serve to arrange various support groups. People share information not only about products handled by the group, but also about the health care workers they have worked for, including local physicians and clinics, and all kinds of conventional or alternative treatments. These grassroots groups fill the gap left by major AIDS support organizations, which sometimes refuse to allow their support groups to compete with or even discuss non-approved treatments, then it is your decision whether or not to find another doctor.

The Levine product is the first one to be custom-made with the PE level the buyers clubs wanted. The other three are all formulations by large companies which have produced and sold them for some time for other purposes; these companies may have been reluctant to custom manufacture a modified version for our use. On the other hand, the designers and the manufacturer of the Levine product are new to the lecithin business, so they are at an earlier point on the learning curve. The product is so new that we don't yet have much reporting on results. The only one of these as acceptable instead of naming one as clearly best.

Recently the buyers clubs have learned that Houba, Inc., in Culver, Indiana. Produces a product called PC-55, a product of Twin Laboratories (formerly Praxis Pharmaceuticals) that is seeking FDA approval to market AL 721, nor discuss the Levine product is the first one to be custom-made with the PE level the buyers clubs wanted. The other three are all formulations by large companies which have produced and sold them for some time for other purposes; these companies may have been reluctant to custom manufacture a modified version for our use. On the other hand, the designers and the manufacturer of the Levine product are new to the lecithin business, so they are at an earlier point on the learning curve. The product is so new that we don't yet have much reporting on results. The only one of these as acceptable instead of naming one as clearly best.

Recently the buyers clubs have learned that Houba, Inc., in Culver, Indiana. Produces a product called PC-55, a product of Twin Laboratories (formerly Praxis Pharmaceuticals) that is seeking FDA approval to market AL 721, nor discuss the Levine product is the first one to be custom-made with the PE level the buyers clubs wanted. The other three are all formulations by large companies which have produced and sold them for some time for other purposes; these companies may have been reluctant to custom manufacture a modified version for our use. On the other hand, the designers and the manufacturer of the Levine product are new to the lecithin business, so they are at an earlier point on the learning curve. The product is so new that we don't yet have much reporting on results. The only one of these as acceptable instead of naming one as clearly best.

Recently the buyers clubs have learned that Houba, Inc., in Culver, Indiana. Produces a product called PC-55, a product of Twin Laboratories (formerly Praxis Pharmaceuticals) that is seeking FDA approval to market AL 721, nor discuss the Levine product is the first one to be custom-made with the PE level the buyers clubs wanted. The other three are all formulations by large companies which have produced and sold them for some time for other purposes; these companies may have been reluctant to custom manufacture a modified version for our use. On the other hand, the designers and the manufacturer of the Levine product are new to the lecithin business, so they are at an earlier point on the learning curve. The product is so new that we don't yet have much reporting on results. The only one of these as acceptable instead of naming one as clearly best.

Recently the buyers clubs have learned that Houba, Inc., in Culver, Indiana. Produces a product called PC-55, a product of Twin Laboratories (formerly Praxis Pharmaceuticals) that is seeking FDA approval to market AL 721, nor discuss the Levine product is the first one to be custom-made with the PE level the buyers clubs wanted. The other three are all formulations by large companies which have produced and sold them for some time for other purposes; these companies may have been reluctant to custom manufacture a modified version for our use. On the other hand, the designers and the manufacturer of the Levine product are new to the lecithin business, so they are at an earlier point on the learning curve. The product is so new that we don't yet have much reporting on results. The only one of these as acceptable instead of naming one as clearly best.

Recently the buyers clubs have learned that Houba, Inc., in Culver, Indiana. Produces a product called PC-55, a product of Twin Laboratories (formerly Praxis Pharmaceuticals) that is seeking FDA approval to market AL 721, nor discuss the Levine product is the first one to be custom-made with the PE level the buyers clubs wanted. The other three are all formulations by large companies which have produced and sold them for some time for other purposes; these companies may have been reluctant to custom manufacture a modified version for our use. On the other hand, the designers and the manufacturer of the Levine product are new to the lecithin business, so they are at an earlier point on the learning curve. The product is so new that we don't yet have much reporting on results. The only one of these as acceptable instead of naming one as clearly best.

Recently the buyers clubs have learned that Houba, Inc., in Culver, Indiana. Produces a product called PC-55, a product of Twin Laboratories (formerly Praxis Pharmaceuticals) that is seeking FDA approval to market AL 721, nor discuss the Levine product is the first one to be custom-made with the PE level the buyers clubs wanted. The other three are all formulations by large companies which have produced and sold them for some time for other purposes; these companies may have been reluctant to custom manufacture a modified version for our use. On the other hand, the designers and the manufacturer of the Levine product are new to the lecithin business, so they are at an earlier point on the learning curve. The product is so new that we don't yet have much reporting on results. The only one of these as acceptable instead of naming one as clearly best.
A NURTURING TOUCH

I am certified in both Shiatsu and Swedish massage and I integrate both techniques to provide a healing experience and lasting well being.

Let’s find those areas of stored up stress and work out the blockages to restore flow and ease to your daily movement.

INTRODUCTORY APPT: $30/35 MINUTES CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

KENT THOMAS / 552-2037

PAST LIFE REGRESSION THERAPY

Explore your inner self to develop your greatest potential. Uncover the secrets of your subconscious mind that bring beliefs, desires and beliefs of healing and self-healing techniques that improve self-esteem, enhance talents and growth. A unique methodology Call 864-4767 for Free Consultation

THOMAS BAUMAN
Certified Hypnotherapist

DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE

My sensitive, respectful training, overall strength and experience will deliver a massage you can feel the positive effects from for days afterwards. Non sexual- stylist: 90 minutes $33. Outcall $45 Flexible hours Call Jim 525-5163

MASSAGE & STEAM & SAUNA

I have been a certified masseur for over five years and use a variety of techniques suited to your body's needs. I have two locations to serve you: at The Body Center: 928-3205

1220 Sutter Street. 12-4:30 pm

1 Hr & Steam & Sauna

$30

$30

$30

For a relaxing and rejuvenating experience call ERICK!

Certified Massage Therapist Member. American Massage Therapy Assn. Gift Certificates Available

Albert Wyss — 883-0499

MASSAGE WITH JOSEPH KRAMER

Learn To Move Without Pain. Transform Stress Into Vitality. Translate Ease Into Everyday Activities. Expand Awareness And Increase Flexibility. Group Classes and Individual Lessons Call 861-7280 Member of the Feldenkrais Guild

MASSAGE FOR HEALTH

Experience a unique combination of Swedish, Shiatsu, Deep Tissue, and Sports massage in 1 1/2 hr, massage for $40

Certified Massage Therapist Member. American Massage Therapy Assn. Gift Certificates Available

Albert Wyss — 883-0499

BODY ELECTRIC GROUP OIL MASSAGE WITH JOSEPH KRAMER

Treat yourself in a relaxing evening of therapeutic, soothing, stretching, deep, sensual, and many other techniques that awaken and cleanse the body. Call 928-3205 for Free Consultation

THOMAS BAUMAN
Certified Hypnotherapist

TRADITIONAL JAPANESE MASSAGE

Reduce stress and tension. Unblock your energy channels and increase productivity. AMMA has a history of over one thousand years based on the scientific principles of Acupressure. AMMA uses no messy oils. To maximize the effect of the massage the depth of pressure is tailored to suit the individual client.

I OFFER $30.00 IN OR OUT

MICHAEL WEBER, 824-1628

HETTLEWERN

AN ADVANCED, DYNAMIC SYSTEM OF DEEP TISSUE BODYWORK AND MOVEMENT EDUCATION DESIGNED TO REALIGN THE BODY AND RELEASE CHRONIC TENSION AND STRESS.

JIM BANDELJ
CERTIFIED FELDENKRAIS PRACTITIONER (415) 687-4117

INSURANCE COVERAGE AVAILABLE.

ALL ONE PRICE ◆ ONE PRICE ◆ ONE PRICE ◆ ONE PRICE!

Traditional Japanese Massage & Foot Reflexology

- Relieves stress, tension & toxins!
- Refreshing and Relaxing!
- Certified In/Out.
- 10 am to 10 pm
- Non-Sexual
- St. Scale for PWA
- 245 - 315 $ per hr.
- Easy parking and close to MUNI!

CALL TODAY — YOU DESERVE IT! Peter Hopkins 285-6699

ON GUARD

Continued from previous page

It may help to soften the lips in a little warm water first (just hot, as temperatures over 130 degrees may affect the material).

What we have found most convenient is a pocket-size battery powered drink mixer, such as the one from Viamaker in Las Vegas, CA, sold for about $7 in health-food stores. It mixes one glass at a time, is easy to clean and is much quieter than regular blenders, so it doesn’t wake the housemates if used at night. Others prefer a larger, plug-in appliance such as the Braun hand blender, which costs about $25; it also can mix a drink in a large glass and is easy to clean.

AL 721 spoils rapidly after it has been mixed with juice or water, so it should be used immediately, and never later than half an hour after mixing.

Dividing the Bulk Product

If you get AL 721 in bulk, usually in a kagamino jar, you need to divide it into two doses. It might not work to just scrape some of the cream material out of the jar (1 tablespoon equals 12 to 13 grams), because some products tend to separate while being frozen, so the top and bottom of the jar could be different. If you need to divide the product, follow the manufacturer’s directions. The lipids will have to be warmed enough so they can be thoroughly mixed and poured; avoid getting air into the mixture. Most people pour the kagamino into a cake or cookie pan, re-freeze with the pan covered and level in the freezer, then cut the frozen lipids into individual doses with a knife and wrap each dose in aluminum foil. For example, one kilogram carefully divided into ten rows and ten columns gives 100 equal doses of ten grams each.

Possible Side Effects

There is no known toxicity of AL 721. And since this substance consists entirely of ingredients found in ordinary egg yolk, toxicity would be unlikely. The only serious concern is the possibility of a "rebound effect" if the treatment is stopped suddenly. In the St. Luke’s study, three of eight patients progressed from serious lymphadenopathy to AIDS within 20 weeks of stopping AL 721. Physicians feared that the treatment may have held the disease in check, so that suddenly withdrawing it allowed their conditions to worsen more so than if they’d never started the treatment. Physicians now recommend that people stop AL 721 unless they plan to continue until more is known or a better treatment is available.

There are no known problems in combining AL 721 with other drugs, but persons should check with their physicians. There has been some concern that AL 721 might interfere with AZT, making the latter less effective. Two physicians debated this question in a recent issue of the PWA Newsletter (July-August 1991 issue, available from the PWA Coalition in New York, 212-827-1810). A number of people are using both treatments together, and we have not heard of any problems.

Too much lecithin can cause minor side effects, such as nausea or diarrhea, and possibly mental depression; these go away if the dose is reduced. A review of possible dangers as well as medicinal uses of lecithin (JL Wood and RG Allison, “Effects of Consumption of Choline and Lecithin on Neurological, Cardiovascular Systems,” Federation Proceedings, 1982, volume 41, pages 3015-3021) concluded that lasting health hazards were unlikely; the unpleasant side effects of excessive use would cause people to stop before serious harm was done.

For More Information

For a more technical discussion of AL 721, including references to scientific studies, send a self-addressed envelope to John S. James, PO Box 413256, San Francisco, CA 94141.
"I'm a fag, and I've never pretended otherwise. But you wouldn't believe the number of homo artists who still do go around acting as if they weren't."

Despite the fact that trend-hyping Time magazine calls him "...the hottest young choreographer in the country," Mark Morris appears to be a gentleman of substance. He also seems to be turning modern dance upside down with such old-fashioned values as musicality, lyricism and unexpected paradox.

Morris' dances are a mixture of the traditional with the weird; his dancers flaunt their androgyny and relish in subversive humor. He's been called both the new messiah of modernism and the decadent end of avant-garde experimentation.

Precocious Mark started dancing at nine after seeing flamenco master Jose Greco. He's subsequently danced with the companies of Eliot Feld, Lar Lubovitch, Hannah Kahn and Laura Dean. He cites Balanchine, Taylor, Cunningham and Graham as his chief inspirations.

The Mark Morris Dance Group, first formed in 1980, has already collected stacks of serious, critically effusive reviews. Alan M. Kriegsman, writing in the Washington Post, recently gushed after witnessing Morris' Gloria: "Thrilling, original, profound, superb in conception and structure. Whole careers have been made on far less than this single opus."

But even more impressive, Morris — and his troupe of 13 dancers — received a plum appointment last month as the new resident dance company of Belgium's Theatre Royal de la Monnaie, replacing Béjart's Ballet of the Twentieth Century. The three-year contract (it begins in the fall of 1988) provides the group with a $1 million budget boost, a six-month residency in Brussels and yearly tours to Paris, London and New York.

This is all pretty fabulous stuff for a 30-year-old native of Seattle. Last week, anticipating the Morris Group's Halloween weekend appearances in Berkeley, I talked with the choreographer in a telephone interview. I discovered that besides garnering great reviews, he also has a terrific gift for gab. Morris makes outrageous statements. But he also, more often than not, makes outrageously good sense.

Continued on page 22
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Tweeds, twills and herringbone, layered over attitude.

Bubbled-up for fall — it works best from a standing position.

Mcgy's Passport '87, an annual two-day orgy of arriviste sensibility, arrived last week with the latest word on ready-to-wear fall fashion. Forty models worked a white canvas runway, accompanied by non-stop music and slide projections, delivering on clear-cut message: drag out those shoulder pads boys and girls, the neo-40s look is back in a big way.

Leaving aside topics like texture and pattern, fashion considerations can generally be reduced to two main issues: cut and color. This year colors are decidedly monochromatic. Most designers have fall lines that rely heavily on subdued black, beige, brown and gray tones with lots of muted plaids in wool gabardine and flannel. This basic understatement is often accented with a single stroke of color coming from a scarf, tie or handkerchief.

At last week's show, there was also a liberal sprinkling of fake fur and fabric printed in animal-skin patterns. Both were used as accents on collars, cuffs and vests, or made into entire ensembles for women.

Both men's and women's jackets and overcoats were square-shouldered and full-cut. The old baggy look has been replaced by more tailored lines where the fabric drapes from the shoulder in a highly structured and stylized fashion. But not all the designers have approached the fall season with an equal measure of success and some definite winners and losers emerge.

The Americans and the Italians succeed best in creating styles that reflect high fashion, not high camp. Leading the pack were the Armani, Byblos, Perry Ellis and Calvin Klein collections. The Anne Klein II and Ralph Lauren lines seem incredibly boring. Their models appeared dressed for success — at Safeway. I suppose there's always a market for this look (pun intended), but personally I think I'll pass.

At the opposite end of the vanilla spectrum, there is the Japanese collection. When Issey Miyake turned the fashion world around a few years ago, it was hard to predict where it would lead. Based on his current collection, as well as those of Matsuda, Kansai and Yohji Yamamoto, I'd say the Japanese wave has about as much staying power as Mary Quant. Who wants to pay Comme des Garcons prices to look ridiculous? At Passport '87, only the Japanese were showing men's slacks that are gathered at the ankle. Nice touch — but it worked

High Style, wear it as

by Robert Julian
Fashion noir — the darker side of autumn.

Basic bomber look — Top Gun goes high fashion.

Passport '87 finale — the Viennese Ball.

The return of legs and dolman sleeves.

As far as the general fashion outlook is concerned, men should expect lots of square shoulders and wide lapels. Suits and sport coats are full-cut and double-breasted, worn with white shirts and colorful wide ties. Overcoats are cut similarly and extend to mid-calf. Pants are double-pleated and sweaters are bulky. Heavy thick-soled shoes are in vogue and bomber jackets are back. Blue jeans are dead as a fashion statement.

On the distaff side, skirts come in all lengths, but the two most prevalent are mid-calf and mid-thigh. Square-shouldered, full-cut coats usually have dolman sleeves and end at mid-calf, sometimes extending to the ankle. If your dress has shoulders at all, they'll be padded. Otherwise, expect a predominance of strapless evening wear hitting the racks. All those little black cocktail dresses now have dropped waists and a fitted bodice. The top half, or bottom, may be a solid block of color — emerald green, royal blue or magenta. To complicate the act of sitting down, brace yourself for the return of bubble skirts and big bows affixed in awkward locations. Long evening gloves have returned and, for those who enjoy wearing dead animals, furs are big and long, cut in a quasi-Mildred Pierce revival style. For those who prefer the animal look without the mayhem, a leopard or zebra print dress will do nicely.

Everyone who invested in last year's day-glo colors or American Indian prints may still wear them to The Stud on weekends. This year they work as camp, but not fashion. As for next year, who can tell? At least the subdued colors and classic cut of the current fall lines assure continued wearability for several seasons. For this reason, it may be a good time to replenish your wardrobe. Macy's, among others, will be more than happy to accommodate your needs.
I started by asking where Morris fits in the current jumble of post-modern dance styles and he tells me: "I recall from the term 'post-modern.' I reserve that for [the architect] Michael Graves. And you know what his buildings look like!"

When pressed for a more exact explanation, Morris says, "Sure, I'm a modernist — and a romantic and a humanist. In truth, I guess I'm very retro. I like what Ruth St. Denis and Doris Humphrey did with the relation of music to dance. And I guess that's why I've been accused of 'purism,' or visualization — making dances that illustrate the music. That's what I like — and it's not embarrassing or stupid or anything."

Musicality — a quality of dance where the movement expresses the emotional and rhythmic content in a composer's work — has often been anathema to the movement expresses the emotional and rhythmic content in a composer's work — has often been anathema to the modernists, doesn't seem to be afraid of the irreligious, gloom-and-doom quality of most modern art.

He disagrees. "I think it's the same as the relation of art to love. Love and god, they're the same. I'm not denominational. Of course, I don't think the number of homo artists who pretended otherwise. But you wouldn't believe the number of homo artists who still do go around acting as if they weren't. On the other hand, I didn't become a fag to become a choreographer. So don't think my sexual preferences are all that important. But I do believe the art world is run by homosexuals."

I detect a mischievous twinkle in Morris' eyes despite our transcontinental separation in space. This guy obviously likes being the bad boy who says what others often think but are simply too polite, too constrained to say. I ask him about his interest in the Baroque, something that Berkeley audiences will discover when his dancers perform "Gloria, set to Vivaldi's "Gloria in D" or "Marble Halls," danced to J.S. Bach's "Concerto for Two Harpsichords and Strings in C Minor."

Morris tells me, "Yeah, for the past few years I've had a Baroque fit. It has to do with my rediscovery of early music composers. It also appeals to me because it's a period run by a really strict set of rules — artists always had to sneak in the sex, the tragedy."

"I've also been influenced by Handel's point of view more than anyone else — by his compositional acuity. For me, although the Baroque's vocabulary is limited, it's also hyper-expressive. I like that."

Morris, unlike most contemporary modernists, doesn't seem to be afraid of spiritual content in his dances. I mention this seems anachronistic to me, given the religious, gloom-and-doom quality of modern art.

He disagrees. "I think it's the same as the relation of art to love. Love and god, they're the same. I'm not denominational and I don't proselytize, I'm a pantheist. I have no idea what that is, but I hatecredibly boring! Today, anybody can do anything and call it something. Or if you've really uncovered what you're doing, you can always call it 'performance art.' And I have no idea what that is, but I hate it."

"People applaud the state of modern art today and praise themselves for being so 'open-minded.' I call it nothing. I like quality — and the qualities I like are romanticism, lyricism and spirituality." It doesn't surprise me when later Morris tells me he's been influenced more by the work of the late ballet maste George Balanchine than by anyone else. "You know he's a genius, and it's hard for many people to see this, but Balanchine's choreography is still the most modern work that's available."

Besides his clearly stated musical and choreographic preferences, Morris has never attempted to keep his sexual tastes under cover. Something that prompted People Magazine to label his work as 'post-modern.' I reserve that for (the New Yorker's Art critic) Arlene Croce, "express[es] the passions of a generation?"

"I don't know what she means," Mark tells me. "I'm certainly no sort of group spokesman. I just do what I do. I make shows I want to watch. Something that isn't boring. I don't do it for what I think' other people want to see. Actually, having fun is what I love most." The Mark Morris Dance Group performs at UC Berkeley's Zellerbach Hall on Friday and Saturday, October 30 and 31, presenting two different programs of not-so-usual modern dance. Call 642-9988 for information and tickets.

"Sure, I'm a modernist and a romantic and a humanist. In truth, I guess I'm very retro."

"GREAT ENTERTAINMENT! I HAVEN'T LAUGHED SO HARD IN YEARS!" "A Winner! Irresistible!"

"HILARIOUS!" "A Winner! Unmistakable!"

THE SENSATIONAL SENTINEL SALE

For our fall subscription drive we are offering an incredible deal for a limited time only. Save over 50% off our regular rates (add $25 for 1st class and foreign subscriptions). 6 Months (26 issues) . . . $15, 1 Year (52 issues) . . . $30.

Act now to join the fastest growing, highest quality, gay newsweekly in the country!
Mission News

When I lived in the Mission ten years ago, it was just starting to challenge North Beach's hegemony as the neighborhood for artists. The poet Kush hosted a collective house on 16th Street, painter Bill Sigfried had converted a print shop into a studio loft on 25th and Folsom, and multi-media artists Phil Deal and David Moe were two creative types I knew at Project Artaud.

Ten years later the transition is complete. Valencia and 16th is now the city's avant-garde theatre district. Intersection moved into the Mission, as have the Artists Television Access and New Performance Gallery, the Women's Building, Bajone's Jazz Club — the list is endless. Eye Gallery and the Mission Cultural Center have expanded, and Yolanda Lopez and Rene Yanez, who've run Galeria de la Raza for 15 years, have seen the neighborhood grow to national stature. The neighborhood boasts figures as diverse as the reclusive novelist V.S. Naipaul, the avant-garde designer and performance artist Guillermo Gómez-Peña, and the Chicano poet, artist, andgay man, Roberto Bedoya.

Bedoya, a poet himself, grew up in a rural area now gobbed up by Union City. He met Deborah Jyll, Paula Gunn Allen, Olga Brumas, Thulani David, Jessica Herndon, and Francisco Alarcon. San Diego performance artist Guillermo Gómez-Peña will appear November 9th; Kenny Fries' play Human Equations is opening soon; and artists from Guadalajara, Mexico, will also soon have a show there. This spring, Intersection is sponsoring "The Mission is Bitchin,'" a two-week series on Mission artists.

Bedoya's worked with Poets of the Schools and, most recently, with ArtWorks, a Mt. Zion program sending artists to visit senior citizen shut-ins. One client is Luz Alba, who used to have a theatre group in Mexico City. Leading artists did sets for her plays. In the '50s she worked on the largest mural in the world at the Mexican Legislative Palace. On November 1st, she is premiering a new work, "Scream vs. Silence," for the Mission's "Day of the Dead" celebration at the Mission Cultural Center.

Bedoya tells of reading her an excerpt from "The Wave," about a man who falls in love with an ocean wave and takes it home where they have a stormy relationship. "That story's about being an immigrant," Luz Alba said. "Of course you'd have to play it straight in America. American audiences could never understand anything so spiritual."

Guadalupe Garcia is a performance/ritual artist who's lived in San Francisco for the past year. Born in Mexico, she married when she was 15 and then lived in Brazil and America. "When I turned 30 I had to start my life all over again," Guadalupe says. "I divorced my executive husband, lost my kids and had two serious operations. I was so lonely and lost that I returned to Mexico to find my roots.

In Mexico City she worked as a guide in the Museum of Anthropology, where she studied her Indian heritage as well as Mayan and Aztec culture. Then she was the first woman to go to Islas Marías, penal islands, to give medical assistance. "The prisoners worked in torturous salt and lime mines," she says. "One of the things I did was to help their children make murals. That's why I identify art with human liberty. Islas Marías had no art before this." Later Guadalupe was the only woman to work on the largest mural in the world at the Mexican Legislative Palace.

On November 1st, she is premiering a new work, "Scream vs. Silence," for the Mission's "Day of the Dead" celebration at the Mission Cultural Center. Blending dance, photography, video and ritual, the work is her personal homage to all who've died of AIDS this past year.

"I've already gotten some criticism for taking on this issue," Guadalupe says. "When I came here, I knew that as a single woman I might date men exposed to AIDS. I don't feel detached at all. Being a woman makes me a bridge because women give birth to straight, gay and bisexual alike."

Guadalupe has persuaded a Mexican journalist friend to do a book on AIDS and hopes to do some creative workshops for women with AIDS. On November 9th she'll be on an Intersection panel with Gómez-Peña and on December 2nd, her performance "Homage to Frida Kahlo" will be shown on TV Channel 25.

Rick Darnell and Andrew Vermont, of the gay men's dance group, Ricky Lynn and the Rangers, exemplify younger artists who've recently moved into the Mission. Rick, who does lighting for Theatre Rhino, lives in a collective across the Mission because it's an uncontrolled, more spontaneous environment.

"It terrifies and inspires me. I feel a lot more at home here than in Pacific Heights or Noe Valley."

Rick and Andrew like living in the Mission because it's an uncontrolled, more spontaneous environment.
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Critical Condition

There are no visuals for this column. For some reason, pictures are important to editors. If they can’t get a decent publicity photo, a performance may not be reviewed at all. I’m not sure why, but I think it has something to do with the editor’s feeling that either the subject matter or the writer’s criticism is so inherently dull that the reader must be lured onto the page by some fetching representation of the performance in question.

Thus, if you’ve made this far without the benefit of pictorial stimulation, you clearly possess a piercing intellect, demonstrate a thirst for knowledge or suffer from LSD flashbacks from the sixties, providing ongoing visual stimulation that requires no prompting from the graphic arts department. Whichever the case, I offer my congratulations.

Your continued perseverance should provide some insight into the process of criticism, what it’s like to attend performances and review them for the press. The following observations are my own and are not intended to represent the prevailing attitude or approach of my peers. They also reflect the assigned task of reviewing vocalists, cabaret and musical-comedy performances, my primary areas of responsibility. Since these performance genres rarely attempt to do more than entertain, they present some unique challenges for the writer.

I try to approach performances with some sensitivity and a sense of humor. When these qualities disappear from my writing, I hope I will have the good sense to find another line of work. If I thought I would someday resemble a ghastly old curmudgeon like John Simon, who pontificates on every subject, I couldn’t look an interviewer in the eye and haven’t liked anyone since Tallulah Bankhead, I would just as soon end it all now.

The Process

I am currently blessed by working regularly with an editor who rarely changes my copy. We have never had a major disagreement and always come to a mutually satisfactory resolution of any minor conflict that may arise. I consider this to be the journalistic equivalent of the intimate conception. It’s something I don’t fully understand but am not foolish enough to question. We routinely sit down and decide what show to cover, if any, and whether there is anything that merits a feature story as opposed to a review. This relatively simple process is sometimes affected by input from other sources—usually publicists.

There are many professional publicists/press agents in San Francisco, and they come in all shapes, sizes and sexes. It is their job to get critics to come to the theatre and see the play or performer they are promoting. They do this by sending press kits and calling the editor or critic directly. It is a difficult task, requiring a sophisticated combination of rather good manners and good no-nonsense manners in order to succeed. Publicists who represent big name entertainers can afford to be less aggressive than those handling a low-budget play or an unknown vocalist. But their collective efforts sometimes determine who is reviewed and whether or not an entertainer gets a feature story.

The best publicists understand that there is no such thing as bad publicity. Even bad notices are better than no notices at all. A negative review may generate public controversy, which is even more bankable than consensus praise. And good reviews mean big bucks for producers and copy that can be lifted for promotional purposes or made a permanent part of an entertainer’s press kit. After the publicists have done their job, the editor decides who will be reviewed, and the critic is sent out, armed with two complementarily ticketed tickets and a ballpoint gun, and expected to bag a review before the press deadline.

For me personally, this process has never lost its sense of unreality. It is, to a certain degree, an amazing demonstration of faith. The performers, publicists and producers must have faith in their attempts to produce artistic excellence, make money and/or further their careers, and believe their efforts will be supported by the work of the critic. The paper has faith that the critic knows what he’s doing and can put a sentence together. And the readers have faith that the criticism they read is unbiased and coming from someone qualified to comment on the performance in question providing observations that are based on relatively objective facts. Why so many people routinely make these blind leaps of faith continually amazes me.

To help keep things in perspective, I always try to bring a friend to the shows I review. It keeps me grounded in reality and is much easier and less conspicuous than pinching myself repeatedly during the performance. Once in my seat, I go to work, scribbling notes in the dark or on the tiny spiral notebook I carry with me. Deciphering these hieroglyphics is one of the greater challenges I encounter when I sit down to put a review together.

The Product

With the constantly escalating costs of entertainment, it doesn’t make sense to throw money around without first getting some idea of what you’ll be getting for your dollar. An intelligent review can save readers the disappointment of investing time and money on mediocrity, or worse, the criticism, however, reflects only one person’s opinion, which can be influenced by a host of variables. John O’Hara, during the brief period when he was writing criticism for the San Francisco Examiner, announced that, “Another policy of this column will be to give my friends all the best of it and blast the incompetents that I don’t like. There will be no deviations from this policy.” I admire this kind of courage. It represents a very clear standard, and I have, however, been able to free myself from such obviously trivial constraints.

The reviews I write primarily reflect the way I feel about a performance. But these feelings must necessarily reflect the values I use in life, as well. Originality and innovation are high on my list. I am always impressed by those who attempt something new and do not just repeat the same old routines that have been done for years.

Once a performance is over, I usually know what I want to say. Exactly how this message comes together differs from one review to the next. Since “criticism” carries with it such a negative connotation, the result might be more accurately termed “evaluation.” There is rarely a show so bad that I would want to spend time and money on it. This becomes particularly important when reviewing a small, Off-Off-Broadway or a performer just starting out in show business. Although critics may sometimes possess the sensitivity of an armadillo, they usually want to encourage performers, not decimate them with a ten-megaton blast of criticism. A newcomer, appearing in a base­ment club with a five-dollar cover charge will be approached more tenderly than a seasoned professional charging a $20 cover for their annual engagement at the Venetian Room.

The most challenging shows to review are those that are mediocre. Making these reviews interesting for the reader is the real test of a critic’s writing ability. Mediocrity often breeds mediocrity, and in the hands of a poor journalist, a show that is only average can become literally “unremarkable.” Think about it. How many words in our language describe something that is not good or bad, great or awful? If you string together a series of adjectives like “acceptable,” “adequate,” “in nocuous” and “inefficient,” you end up with a review that reads like a lab report for a benign tumor.

The best copy is inspired by brilliantly conceived and executed performances as well as those that are pathetically stupid and amateurish. In either situation, a writer can easily turn out the kind of prose that inspires a box office bonanza or allows the reader to chuckle a delighted sigh of relief at being saved from an expensive and disappointing evening. This is where criticism...
Berkeley Rep Kicks Off Centennial
O'Neill Light and Dark

Anticipating the hoopla that will no doubt surround the Eugene O'Neill (1888-1953) centennial, Berkeley Repertory Theatre has launched the first and possibly largest concentrated assault on his work with three major productions currently on the boards. The third, The Hairy Ape — a challenging, early expressionistic work — will open next week with a simultaneous run of The Iceman Cometh, Berkeley Rep's romanticized work — will open next week with a simultaneous run of The Iceman Cometh, Berkeley Rep's

Meanwhile, the Rep is offering O'Neill light 'o dark with a simultaneous run of Ah, Wilderness! and Long Day's Journey into Night. The two plays, dating from the early '30s and '40s, respectively (though the latter wasn't staged until after the author's death), provide a seductive, obvious dichotomy.

Ah, Wilderness! is the perennially retrospective writer's dream of what he would have ideally wanted his youth to have been like (while Long Day's Journey is the straight autobiographical dirt, sifted through a graphic filter: it's a sunny, all-idyll, and everything ends OK — but just OK, but in a bliss of understanding, forgiveness and future promise all around. Flawlessly paced, Ron Lago-marino's production is perfect in nearly every lovingly observed detail, right down to the silent glances that say everything about family relationships, and even the odd creak of an old rocking chair. The tone he arrives at is wary enough to keep sentimen tality in control, satiric without con descension and troubled enough to find moments of genuine poignancy and lyricism. The cast finds the Rep company at an absolute peak, with particularly fine ensemble work from the actors fleshing out the Miller clan. A matched set in family figures. Set in the Miller household is news day's Journey into Night. The set design by Vicki Smith), so full of light, and comfortably for Ah, Wilderness!, gets dark and claustrophobic here.

The idealized portraits in the earlier play turn into dramatic composites of the tragedies and imbalances of O'Neill's actual family; his is pure comedy and Straight-A's. Ah, Wilderness!'

For three hours, all the usually cloying attributes of our imagined Heartland USA become endearing again, even credible.

O'Neill noir: Angela Paton and Ray Reinhardt play Mary and Tyrones, the playwright's fictionalized parents, in Long Day's Journey into Night. Tyrones played by Ray Reinhardt) are mutually headed toward The Bottle and each other's throats. As in Ah, Wilderness!, not much "happenings — people get drunk or doped, find out the things others are trying to keep from them — but everything is revealed.

The play is as good as straightforward American drama gets, the definitive picture of the family as failure. The Tyrones stew in a labyrinth of accusations and denials, blame and misguided attempts to spare each other. "In a real home one is never lonely," Mary laments, but the Tyrones are just playing house, at best. If most serious American theatre is essentially about disconnectedness, then this is one of its most powerful seminal statements.

There's nothing tarring wrong with Jackson Phipps' staging of the play at the Rep. (Aside from some bafflingly bad and unnecessary scene-change music, that is.) The curious thing is how little it is notably right about it, particularly given that the same players (save Ray Reinhardt) are superb at delineating their "equivalent" roles in Ah, Wilderness! and would be expected to do it as well.

Phipps' interpretation is intelligent enough (if lacking any Continued on page 32

Don't give up anything.
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Don't give up anything.
I should like to bury something precious in every place where I have been happy," Lord Sebastian Flyte says in Brideshead Revisited, "and then, when I was old and ugly and miserable, I could come back and dig it up and remember."

Evelyn Waugh ended his life a blowzy, waspish curmudgeon, whose haughtiness and acid tongue had alienated even his closest friends. Few people liked him; no one really knew him. And he was badly in need of youthful treasures to dig up.

The question, ultimately, is: Can a non-gay person write a biography of a gay person? Or a non-Catholic of a Catholic? Or a white of a black? Or a man of a woman?

Waugh's description of the doomed love affair between Sebastian Flyte and Charles Ryder, set in the romantic mists of post-World War I Oxford, is a gay person? Or a non-Catholic of a Catholic? Or a white of a black? Or a man of a woman? as much about him as Stannard himself. After reading this, the first of a planned two-part biography, we know such important details as Amory's placement of three of Waugh's letters in reverse chronological order, but we know little about several very important aspects of Waugh's life. The surface is recorded with slavish dedication, but the inner man is rarely seen.

Waugh's life was not a happy one. Second son of a London book publisher, he was reared in the stifling atmosphere of the British middle class. He broke loose from the fetters of mediocrity only with his arrival at Oxford, where he aligned himself with the Bright Young People, who took pride in being "mad, bad and dangerous to know." His writing during his early years brought him notice, but not enough money to live at the extravagant tilt of his wealthy companions, and his novels and essays were extracted only at the cost of an agony of effort.

In this first volume, Waugh's desperate social climbing includes two marriages, the first to the aristocratically connected Evelyn Gardner (nicknamed "She-Evelyn" to avoid confusion). The marriage was short and unhappy. Waugh's friends at the time all speculated that the problem was one of sexual incompatibility. Interviewed for this biography, the now elderly She-Evelyn discreetly explained, "But my marriage wasn't exactly warm. Evelyn was not an affectionate person. I was."

Devastated by the breakup of his marriage, Waugh threw himself into what Stannard calls "the bachelor life" — which seems to have consisted primarily of getting "DD" (disgustingly drunk) with working-class boys in louche bars, or accompanying titled gentlemen on their rounds of foreign brothels (usually managing to escape without hav- ing to sample the merchandise). Stannard delights in playing Leporello to Waugh's Giovanni, trotting out a long list of thoroughbred heiresses that Waugh supposedly "pursued" during this period. His "infatua- tions," as Stannard calls them, were unfortunately with stunningly beautiful women who were happily married and/or devoutly Catholic — not exactly happy hunting grounds for the Truly Interested. Whenever one of the women had the misfortune to reciprocate his interest, Waugh's ardor quickly cooled, and he withdrew. Women, on the other hand, returned his empty-headed bores or dangerous slights.

Stannard spends much effort demonstrating that Waugh carefully constructed a public persona to protect his very vulnerable self, yet the biographer is completely in control. In Stannard, Amory's smokescreen on the question of his sexuality. Waugh's breakup with Alastair Graham (the prototype for Sebastian) is summarized thus: "His depar- ture marked the end of a wrong turning in his life: he knew now beyond a doubt that he was not homosexual." Stannard implies that Waugh simply decided one day he really was not gay, the way one doesn't eat cucumbers because they give one gas. All this is to suggest that Waugh completely (or loudly) to pursue men for the rest of his life. It is all together possible to state that he never again experienced a homosexually induced orgasm. But to state "gay" or "love" demonstrates an inscrutable blindness.

Stannard, throughout the biography, demonstrates an undigested antipathy towards homosexuality. When Waugh visits a Puritan brother, Stannard describes the encounter: "On one occasion, he accompanied Silk to a male brothel and wrote up an account — no doubt grossly exaggerated — in his diary. There is an element of false worldliness in his descriptions of negroes and pretty boys which probably disguises a fastidious distaste for such entities. "When one was not his honey-moon — Waugh leaves his ill and bedridden bride to visit his ex-lover in Athens, "the walk smelt of plaster and the talk revolved around homosexuality...." When Waugh finds himself competing with Arthur Baldwin for the attentions of a young woman named Teresa Jungman: "Many a night they sat up over the Madresfield creme de menthe, snapping "deep man-to-man intimacies" (Waugh's words). Teresa was doubtful the chief subject of these conversations."

Doubtless, Stannard is equally unable to comprehend the conversion to Roman Catholicism. Surely of prime interest to anyone exploring Waugh's life is the question of how he metamor- phosed from a scoffingagnostic to a militant Catholic in little over a year. Yet the conversion issue is barely touched upon, while an entire chapter is spent on a tedious retelling of Waugh's trek through the jungles of British Guiana — mosquito by mosquito.

The question, ultimately, is: Can a non-gay person write a biography of a gay person? Or a non-Catholic of a Catholic? Or a white of a black? Or a man of a woman? A biography, if it is to succeed. His homophobia makes the question of how he metamorphosed from a scoffingagnostic to a militant Catholic in little over a year. Yet the conversion issue is barely touched upon, while an entire chapter is spent on a tedious retelling of Waugh's trek through the jungles of British Guiana — mosquito by mosquito. Doubtless, Stannard is equally unable to comprehend the conversion to Roman Catholicism. Surely of prime interest to anyone exploring Waugh's life is the question of how he metamorphosed from a scoffingagnostic to a militant Catholic in little over a year. Yet the conversion issue is barely touched upon, while an entire chapter is spent on a tedious retelling of Waugh's trek through the jungles of British Guiana — mosquito by mosquito.

The question, ultimately, is: Can a non-gay person write a biography of a gay person? Or a non-Catholic of a Catholic? Or a white of a black? Or a man of a woman? A biography, if it is to succeed. His homophobia makes the question of how he metamorphosed from a scoffingagnostic to a militant Catholic in little over a year. Yet the conversion issue is barely touched upon, while an entire chapter is spent on a tedious retelling of Waugh's trek through the jungles of British Guiana — mosquito by mosquito.
Manipulative monsters: Joe Mantegna and Lindsay Crouse deliver a portrait critique of capitalist culture in David Mamet's House of Games.

'House of Games'

Gamemanship pervades this technically and thematically rich, labyrinthine, and self-confident, House of Games conceals a soulless core. Its characters' inability to feel passion or compassion is ultimately repli­
cated in the film's impersonal dialogue for the conventions of audience sympathy.
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As the issues of mastery and domination in the Crouse-Mantegna relationship are un­veiled, similar questions arise be­
tween the audience and the film: who is manipulated, and why? Mamet designs his world as a house of games, with the glossy vacuity of

Mamet's House of Games plays at the Vogue theater at Presidio Plaza, SF, Call 221-8183.

'Someone to Watch Over Me'

A friend of mine in Holly­
wood suggests that Colum­
bias really wanted Mel Gibson and Faye Dunaway to star in Ridley Scott's new thriller, but ended up with Tom Berenger and Mimi Rogers, who "are pretty good, considering." And that's about right: this mod­ely atmospheric poor boy/rich girl romance masquerading as a cop opus features agreeable per­formances, especially from Berenger.

'toon's a better actor than Gib­son, anyway, though not quite as consciousness-raising (you know what I mean). Here's a young NYPD detective with a wife and tyke in Queens who's assigned to protect NYPD Commissioner Rogers in her ranch-sized Park Avenue co-op, with predictable results. At first he baffles around in her parfumier­knock­

4006 - 16th Street (at Eureka 3 blocks off Castro)
San Francisco, CA 94118 415 / 626-1169

'Near Dark'

Les a vampire movie than a light hearted tribute to biker-gang epics of the '80s and

'Sunday Brunch'

11 am — 2:45 pm

The Gate Bar & Restaurant
1093 Pine Street (at Jones)
888-2852

SUNDAY BRUNCH

Tahiti Thanksgiving: Luxury SAIL CRUISE Nov. 20 - 27
Only a few cabins left

X-MAS and NEW YEAR'S IN RIO: ALL GAY TOUR DEC. 24-JAN. 2
RSVP ALL GAY CARIBBEAN CRUISES! FEB. & MAR. 1988

Book with Now, Voyager, the gay cruise experts!

Gay Windjammer Cruises: Nov. 25-Dec. 5, 1987
APR. 17-24, 1988; OCT. 30-NOV. 6, 1988

When it's summer down under!

Hobo vampires: The genre fails at an all-time low when a group of bloodthirsty drifters prowl the heartland in Near Dark.

Near Dark plays at the Cinema 21, Chestnut at Steiner, SF. Call 921-6720.

Near Dark

The Gate BAR & RESTAURANT
1093 Pine Street (at Jones)
888-2852
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New Waterfront Theatre Series
The Living Thing

Sometimes, those concerts with the smallest audiences bring out the best in the performers. Last Sunday evening, the Waterfront Theatre in Ghirardelli Square opened its “Twentieth Century Composers” chamber-music series to a grand total of 18 people. Yet the musicians, David Abel on violin, Larry London on clarinet, Peter Shelton on cello and Julie Steinberg on piano, played as if Igor Stravinsky himself were listening in the audience.

The Waterfront Theatre is still new at the concert-producing business. Not only have the music-lovers not found it out yet, the theatre’s lighting crew apparently doesn’t know the decorum surrounding curtain calls. Just as the performers began their concluding bow, the house went black. It was just one rude stroke too many.

Nor is the auditorium itself completely soundproof. A bus chugging away from a nearby stop covered the end of the glorious cello solo that crowns the fifth section of Olivier Messiaen’s Quatuor for the End of Time.

The concert had its dispiriting side, but the music and musicians transcended all these mundane limitations. The attribution of this evening began with its programing. Since the players were headed for Messiaen’s apocalyptic quartet with its unusual combination of instruments, they could concoct an interesting mix along the way. First, David Abel and Julie Steinberg teamed up for Claude Debussy’s 1917 Violin Sonata and then returned for William Kraft’s tribute In Memoriam: Igor Stravinsky (1972-74). Between their appearances, Larry London supplied the missing link with his rendition of Igor Stravinsky’s Three Pieces for Solo Clarinet (1919). After intermission came the monumental Messiaen work (1941).

David Abel and Julie Steinberg are two of the unsung heroes of the Bay Area classical music scene. Both are local performers deeply interested in the music of their time. Indeed, it is unusual to hear them in a piece as old as the Debussy. More often you find them contributing to a concert where the composer can shake their hands in gratitude during those final bows. That kind of involvement in the living process of music has made a difference for Abel and Steinberg.

It’s a difference that I can best summarize by invoking the old distinction between sincerity and authenticity. Both are admirable qualities, but too many of the finest musicians around today are stuck in a mode of sincerity. These two artists, however, also appreciate the music they play. They really do, and you can tell by the exquisite way they can turn a musical phrase. At the same time, Abel and Steinberg are never weighed down by any excess baggage of antiquated respect, because they delight in the living thing. They know that music is both exactly what is written on the page and so much more than what is written on the page.

The result, in the case of the Debussy, was a wonderfully honest reading of this austere masterwork. Written after World War I had destroyed the world that fostered Debussy’s earlier work, the Violin Sonata is a chastened work. Yet Abel drew out its long lines splendidly. Debussy’s melodies here are not sensuous, but they are fascinating, and Abel brought to them, together with his customarily accurate pitch and sweet tone, a sense of adventure. He especially relished the way Debussy could extend his thought one more step.

Elegies often bring out the best in limited talents. William Kraft, whose Stravinsky elegy ended the first half of this concert, may not possess the blazing originality of the other composers on the program, but he is a bold inventor and refined craftsman. His music encouraged the most passion in Abel. Especially in the second part, “Go, Songs For End of Us is Our Brief Sweet Play,” Abel worked himself up into a tortured statement of grief. In the third part, Julie Steinberg had an inward-turning solo that she charged with continuously mounting energy.

Larry London took on Stravinsky’s Three Pieces for Clarinet with their murdersonously forward. London, whose tone was rich and pure, followed Stravinsky’s inflections with knowing wonder. Particularly as he approached the cadence of his phrases, London intensified his efforts and shaped his tones with a sculptor’s skill.

Messiaen’s Quartet for the End of Time comes from another war — more horrifying even than the one in which Debussy wrote his last three sonatas. In the winter of 1940 Messiaen found himself in a German prison camp in Saxony. Among those interred in Stalag 7A with Messiaen were three other French musicians: a violinist, cellist and clarinetist. To keep his sanity, the composer began a chamber piece for them, to which he soon added a piano part for himself.

This is truly apocalyptic music, with shimmering harmonies and shining songs. The duet between violin and cello for “the Angel who announces the end of time” twines through a sinuous melodic line that postpones as long as possible the inevitable conclusion. The clarinet, whose solo is set in an “abyss of the birds,” must alternate a broadly moving, desolate melody with chirping exclamations of goodwill. The first time London attempted this transition, he wailed a bit when he should have smiled, but the repeat brought the performer into exactly the right balance.

In the cello solo, marked “infinitely slow and ecstatic,” Messiaen presents a rapturous meditation on the power of love. Within his religious scheme, this is the image of Christ as a man. The cellist Peter Shelton adopted his richest tone and supplanted vibrato to wrap this passage in glory. Once again, Messiaen’s never-ending melodies try to block the inevitable.

The quartet concludes with a vision of immortality. Here Abel dexterously negotiated Messiaen’s leap into the violin’s highest register for a sumptuous rendition of this final solo. Here was peace shining above the tawdry world. Abel brought a chastened vibrato to his solo than Shelton had provided for his meditation on more worldly love. The difference was right, however, and the quartet swept like the effortless soaring of a bird towards the end of time.

* Sponsored by Biosystems Research, Inc.
Don’t know the cleverly titled middle-of-the-road but the headline is a true eccentric out of Las Vegas. The band sold out twisted C/W songs with no polish. He’s not good, he’s legendary. (Kennel Club, 10/24, 10 pm, $5)

Alex Chilton, Scruffty the Cat
Way back in 1967, Alex Chilton, at 16, started out as a member of the Boxtops, a group that quickly rose up seven Top Forty hits including “The Letter.” He later formed the group Big Star, then disappeared into semi-retirement, emerging finally in

The She Devils
This bill boasts two other bands, Epic Rumors and Ogossed Slaughter. The She Devils is the female trio who recently opened the Castro Street Fair. They’re a fast, tight and very attractive pop band with two vocalists alternating leads. They range in styles from quick pop music to brooding Baxton-style drama. With lots of recent gigs, they stand only to improve. I want this line-up to be “Cherry Bomb.” (Nightbreak, 10/27, 10 pm, $3)

That Petrol Emotion, Salem 66
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Bad Apple Blues

I want to go back to the March. Oh, I like New York okay; it's gay in its way. But the March—well, I'm just beginning to actually feel that weekend. See, I had two stories to file, so I stuck my emotional responses in "safe" keeping for the duration. Not until Tuesday, when I rode the Garden State Special up from DC, did I begin to feel an ugly hollowness rotting my gut.

Tears of a Down

I'm not the only one. I commiserated Wednesday by phone with a NY therapist who had attended the March with her lover.

We were so depressed when we got back Tuesday," she said in astonishment. "It's been an awful week."

"I wonder if anybody thought to do a study of the financial impact of good ole gay dollars on DC for that weekend," New York Native Media Watch columnist Ed Sikov said over coffee Friday in the Village. Interesting idea. But I'd be more intrigued by a psychological study showing how gay people cope with returning home after "owning" a city for 48 hours. I sped off to Tunnel, at 3 am, doesn't feel empty and sad. How must it feel? Musto slumped in a corner, mumuring, "I woke up with charity horses from last Christmas and that galloped on Andy to whom I'm going to ask for a dinner at the Village Voice Editor's home."

"Feelings."

And that's how we'll leave it. We wound up at The Bar, a dingy little dive on 4th St. at Second Ave. A neighborhood gay bar. Real neighborhood.

"Don't write about us," said one guy, chuckling up his pool cue. "We don't want people spotting in." I chalked up his attitude to provcamism, and dropped a quarter into the well-stocked juke box. Fuck 'em if they can't take a plug.

Ask and Ye Shall Deceive

The next night, I joined Geller, Block, and I rattled over to Tunnel, a pulse palace the saving architectural grace of which is a set of train tracks at one end along which a laser beam shines in imitation of an oncoming choo-choo.

In the basement where revelers celebrated Andy's 22nd birthday, MTV veeray Julie Brown diplomatically said veeray Mark Goodman and Alan Hunter had left MTV "to pursue acting careers in LA." (Read — said an insider — they were sacked.) "I'm the MTV veteran now!" cried Julie, who's been there a year. Though she says she's "satisfied," she hopes to make her one hundred hours "more personal." She ought to know how: she worked on English cable TV eight years before hopping the pond. Does she miss London? Only the shopping.

Mirth Is as Good as a Smile

The next night, Block, Geller, and I bided into Boy Bar...we'd missed the drag show but caught the videos (Johnson, Kennedy, Nixon: retro-political, the prices $3.50 for a draft), the new black-walled dance basement and the eye of Murmuring, "I woke up with charity horses from last Christmas and that galloped on Andy to whom I'm going to ask for a dinner at the Village Voice Editor's home."

"Feelings."

And that's how we'll leave it. We wound up at The Bar, a dingy little dive on 4th St. at Second Ave. A neighborhood gay bar. Real neighborhood.

"Don't write about us," said one guy, chuckling up his pool cue. "We don't want people spotting in." I chalked up his attitude to provcamism, and dropped a quarter into the well-stocked juke box. Fuck 'em if they can't take a plug.

Mirth is as Good as a Smile

The next night, Block-less, Geller and I fitted into Boy Bar...we'd missed the drag show but caught the videos (Johnson, Kennedy, Nixon: retro-political, the prices $3.50 for a draft), the new black-walled dance basement and the eye of one or two likely enough trashin' and a men's toilet where sundry swarmers load up on powder onto their fists and go snarf! in the night.

On Tuesdays, World becomes "Rock-and-Roll Fag Bar." The air's clear and so's the message: while it's a grit-hole with a black vinyl pants. A boy named Musto giggled and cried, "I get scared about sex — but I have to do it, just to stay alive."

He kept breathing through dessert (jello and bread pudding) and decreed New York's rising expenses: "It costs me five dollars every time I walk down the street." Meeting three blank stares (and empty wallets), he elaborated, miming an out-stretched hand: "panhandlers."

I scoffed: "Do what Adam does. Use their hand for an ashtray."

No Train, No Gain

Block, Geller and I rattled over to Tunnel, a pulse palace the saving architectural grace of which is a set of train tracks at one end along which a laser beam shines in imitation of an oncoming choo-choo.

In the basement where revelers celebrated Andy's 22nd birthday, MTV veeray Julie Brown diplomatically said veeray Mark Goodman and Alan Hunter had left MTV "to pursue acting careers in LA." (Read — said an insider — they were sacked.) "I'm the MTV veteran now!" cried Julie, who's been there a year. Though she says she's "satisfied," she hopes to make her one hundred hours "more personal." She ought to know how: she worked on English cable TV eight years before hopping the pond. Does she miss London? Only the shopping.

Mirth is as Good as a Smile

The next night, Block-less, Geller and I fitted into Boy Bar...we'd missed the drag show but caught the videos (Johnson, Kennedy, Nixon: retro-political, the prices $3.50 for a draft), the new black-walled dance basement and the eye of one or two likely enough trashin' and a men's toilet where sundry swarmers load up on powder onto their fists and go snarf! in the night.
The Tsunami Gay and Lesbian Masters Swim Team meets each Sunday morning for coached workouts offered at 9 am and 11 am. All levels of swimmers are encouraged. Don’t be afraid to take the plunge! Martin Luther King Pool, Third St. at Carroll Ave. (South Basin), SF. Info: 221-8153.

SF. $7drop-in, $24/5 classes, $55/10 classes (including squad). PW: welcome. Info: 864-1141.

Film noir continues at the Castro with two films about Hollywood (both made in 1950): Billy Wilder’s classic Sunset Boulevard with Gloria Swanson in the greatest comeback of all time and Nicholas Ray’s In a Lonely Place, an underrated sleeper of its day that features Humphrey Bogart in one of his best roles and the always watchable Gloria Grahame. 9:30 pm and 7:30 pm, respectively, Castro Market.

Still kickin’: The sleek, funny, sexy Miss Earth Kitt партии comes into town Sunday, 10/27 through 11/1 at the Fairmont’s Venetian Room. If you loved her as Cat Woman on “Batman” why not come for two hours of the real thing? Call 772-5163 for tickets and info.

The SF Cinematheque showcases Andrew Noren’s False Promises; The Adventures of the Exquisite Corpse, Part II (1971). Noren remains one of the consummate lyricists of light, shadow and movement and is captured on film in his ongoing Adventures of the Exquisite Corpse series is one of the major works of American independent cinema. With Noren’s The Wind Ventures. 8 pm. SF Art Institute, 800 Chestnut St., SF. $15.00 general/$2 students and disabled.

Swanson in the greatest comeback of all time and Nicholas Ray’s In a Lonely Place, an underrated sleeper of its day that features Humphrey Bogart in one of his best roles and the always watchable Gloria Grahame. 9:30 pm and 7:30 pm, respectively, Castro Market.

20 OCTOBER SATURDAY

The Charlie Kocher’s Insanitarium, the tragi-comic tale of a Yeti’s passionate romance with a beautiful woman. Keynote speaker: Sally Gechtar. An event for women. 8 am-6 pm. Golden Gate University, 336 Mission St., SF. $55 general/45 members. Tickets/info: 495-3590. Limited tickets at the door — cash only.

As part of its ongoing Eyes of Hell film series the Tsunami Gay and Lesbian Masters Swim Team meets each Sunday morning for coached workouts offered at 9 am and 11 am. All levels of swimmers are encouraged. Don’t be afraid to take the plunge! Martin Luther King Pool, Third St. at Carroll Ave. (South Basin), SF. Info: 221-8153.
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The SF Cinematheque showcases Andrew Noren’s False Promises; The Adventures of the Exquisite Corpse, Part II (1971). Noren remains one of the consummate lyricists of light, shadow and movement and is captured on film in his ongoing Adventures of the Exquisite Corpse series is one of the major works of American independent cinema. With Noren’s The Wind Ventures. 8 pm. SF Art Institute, 800 Chestnut St., SF. $15.00 general/$2 students and disabled.
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Mime Troupe's house.

They participated in the Shred of Dignity event at the Gartrland Pit at 16th and Valencia. (Many believe the Gartrland Hotel was burned for profit.) Rock groups like Mudwimmpl and Hippie Bitch also performed until police busted up the event.

Rick, who studied dance at Bennington College, came to San Francisco because the weather's nice and the transit system's good. Andrew dropped out of Cornell, washed dishes at the Port Deli for a while and is now finishing his college degree at SF State.

"Like working with untrained dancers," Rick says. "We draw our dance energy from sports, skateboarding and street activity. Most performance art is over-intellectualized. Though most art promoters are gay, they don't encourage gay-identified work. Art promoters are gay, they don't encourage gay-identified work. Gay art are created because of what the artist has to say, not because of what other people want to hear. It would seem "appropriate" to view the work of the critic and the work of the performer in the same light.

A writer is an artist, and the critic is a writer. The concept commonly held by performers is that the critic is somehow a lesser artist. Although this may occasionally be true, it is not always the case. Like an entertainer, the critic requires his share of criticism. This comes in the form of letters to the editor or irate tele-phone calls. My own work as a writer and an actor has been subjected to a great deal of scrutiny, giving me ample opportunity to be on the receiving end of the critical spectrum. Personally, I take both good and bad reviews lightly. I would encourage others to do the same unless there is an absolutely unanimous consensus about the work in question. In that case it would seem wise to pay close attention.

Life is about growth and expansion, and experience has led me to the conclusion that it is process, not product, that gives life it's significance. When goals have been attained and objectives realized, it is not the things we possess that give life meaning, but how we achieve them and what we learn in the process.

I learn something from every performance I see. Hopefully, some of these things make their way onto the page, providing others with a similar opportunity. As I move down a blank piece of paper and progress from one sentence to the next, I am actively involved in an inherently creative process. A performer delivering

The reviews I write primarily reflect the way I feel about a performance, and nothing else. But these feelings must necessarily reflect the things I value in life, as well as art.

that the critic is somehow a lesser artist. Although this may occasionally be true, it is not always the case. Like an entertainer, the critic requires his share of criticism. This comes in the form of letters to the editor or irate tele-

phone calls. My own work as a writer and an actor has been subjected to a great deal of scrutiny, giving me ample opportunity to be on the receiving end of the critical spectrum. Personally, I take both good and bad reviews lightly. I would encourage others to do the same unless there is an absolutely unanimous consensus about the work in question. In that case it would seem wise to pay close attention.

Life is about growth and expansion, and experience has led me to the conclusion that it is process, not product, that gives life it's significance. When goals have been attained and objectives realized, it is not the things we possess that give life meaning, but how we achieve them and what we learn in the process.

I learn something from every performance I see. Hopefully, some of these things make their way onto the page, providing others with a similar opportunity. As I move down a blank piece of paper and progress from one sentence to the next, I am actively involved in an inherently creative process. A performer delivering

Phippin's interpretation is intelligent enough, but a pervasive lack of inspiration robs this Long Day of it's tragic grandeur.

But a pervasive lack of inspiration robs this Long Day of its tragic grandeur. Instead, it settles for a not particularly moving level of grim domestic problem-drama. What should devastate merely compels respectful attention.

Ray Reinhardt's weaselly, blustering Father Tyronse has the right sham declamatory tone and emotional hollowness to fill out the role, but the other actors are surprisingly flat. Corey Hansen, a medium-scale wonder of comic timing as the hapless hero in Ah, Wilderness!, sustains a single vocal and emotional note of stoic resentment as the Eugene O'Neill figure here, and he dashes through the play's most beautiful sea-themed lyrical passages with the delicacy of a lawn mower.

Angela Patron, a delightful mother hen in the earlier play, seems confounded by the complexities of Mary Tyrone. Her internal monologues aren't convincing, she's allowed some posturing and gestures that verge on corn, and all her tremulous fussing seems more silly than pathetic.

Charles Dean, a longtime Rep veteran, has the odd tendency to be touching as well as hilarious in comedy, then to bland dramatic impact by going for inappropriate, glib laughs in serious roles. He can be exquisite or exasperating, sometimes within the same role. While Uncle Sid in Ah, Wilderness! accommodates his usual cynical clowning and results in one of his best performances to date, the more serious drunk act of Jamie fails to engage him; it's a rather lifeless turn, glum without insight. Curious that the supposedly easy comedy of Ah, Wilderness! should tap so much invention and skill from Berkeley Rep, while Long Day's Journey elicits such different treatment. Competent enough to be worthwhile if you've never seen this landmark play performed before, the latter certainly won't overwhelm you if you have.

At this early point in the game, the Bay Area O'Neill Sweepstakes score stands at a respectable one major win, one major semi-loss.

HUNK SEARCH!
Attractive, successful GWM, 36. Too busy to date, go to bars, etc. Looking for a fun, healthy, very goodlooking GWM, 16-40 to escort to dinner, shows, films, theater, etc., and other fun events and basic overnight companionship at your place. Safe sex only! I can make your finances a lot easier and your life itself a lot more fun. If you qualify respond with photo and phone (A MUST). Please no gay men. Boxholder, PO Box 40133, San Francisco, CA 94140-1333.

GWM with mild ARC seeks same. 43, 6’4”, 185 lbs., with large cock, well-endowed, non-smoker, into safe sex only. Exchange details for more. To get his new catalog & free ‘fit’ DVD write to: Boxholder, PO Box 418782, San Francisco, CA 94114.

RETURNABLE) to Steve. 584 Castro St., SF 94114.

I am 28, 5’10”, 180 lbs. Enjoy jogging, sports, weights, outdoor on sunny days, enjoy dating, experiences with a youthful, rugged, white and 25-40 yr. I like to cuddle, get from it in front of me and my video camera. 861-3717. Call between noon and 10 pm. SF. J/O, docking... (No phone j/o please.) Thanks. (44)

NOT COMPLETELY DIFFERENT
Anyone and everyone. I am 30 yrs old, 6’3”, 225 lbs., smart, attractive, and passionate and educated. I am experienced at adult races and male-to-female. I am looking for someone (all races welcome) with adult-oriented and casual, non-smoker. Photo Box 9443, San Francisco, CA 94101.

NOT COMPLETELY DIFFERENT
Anyone and everyone. I am 30 yrs old, 6’3”, 225 lbs., smart, attractive, and passionate and educated. I am experienced at adult races and male-to-female. I am looking for someone (all races welcome) with adult-oriented and casual, non-smoker. Photo Box 9443, San Francisco, CA 94101.

DO YOU PULL IT OUT IN PUBLIC? Are you a perv? Do you like to order me around? Answer: Yes. Do you like to talk dirty? Are you interested in a relationship or one night stands? Let’s talk. Call Doug at 863-9331 or write me at 485-15th St., SF 94114.

FOUL MOUTH?
Do you like to talk dirty? Are you pervy? Do you man and groove when you shoot your wad? Do you like to order me around? Are you a perv? If you answered yes to these questions, please sir, call me 431-7198. Anytime you please. I’ll be waiting in English or Spanish, black men welcome... (44)

WE NEED MORE MEN CRRATVD JUST FOR YOU.
With us you can have it all, M.E.N. YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL. M.E.N. YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL.

DIAL 415-T01-7MM
(931-1SSS)

DO YOU PULL IT OUT IN PUBLIC?
Are you a perv? Why do I want to watch you at the park? Are you interested in a relationship or one night stands? Let’s talk. Call Doug at 863-9331 or write me at 485-15th St., SF 94114.

亡地! I am not dying of AIDS; I am living with it and have a tremendous zest for life and adventure. I am a GWM, 33, blue/green eyes, brown/balding, clean shaven, mostly smooth, 5’7”, 130lbs., affectionate, cuddly, playful (at times). I am intelligent, fit employed, average looks, a good cook, drinker, non other drugs (other than AZT), into conventional but ‘laker’ sex. I am extremely well and no one could know I have AIDS. Many interests, some of which are computers, video, music, photography, wrestling, working out, long drives, long romantic walks, and the outdoors. Not into bar scene, hard tickets or games. Some seek to share these activities and feeling with who is romantic, serious but fun loving, verbal, affectionate, cuddly, etc. Physically, I am attracted to someone between 25-35, soft facial or body hair, independent, very responsible, health conscientious, and willing to put time and effort into developing a relationship. I strongly believe in communication and only time will tell if anything more could or ought to develop. I work nights. Call me between 4-6 pm on work breaks. Message Call: 863-9331 or write me at 485-15th St., SF 94114.
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FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT


LOOKING FOR GBM

PERSONAL GROWTH

LOSE WEIGHT WITHOUT DIETING Los Angeles, CA — Call 548-6488 anytime for information.

Mary Richards, M.A. Audio Cassettes Available • Visualization • Relaxation • Positive Affirmations

SELF HEALING WORKSHOP for NE and ARC’s • 40% off NE and ARC’s • Must see to believe. Newly renovated apartment. Free brochure. — Call 645-0481 to register.

Counselling for Individuals, Couples, Groups

Hypnotherapy (Self-Esteem, Relationships)
Depression/Self Esteem (Anger, Depression)

Support/Therapy Group: Gay Men in our 40’s and 50’s

HALL SLATE MFCG
SF and East Bay (415) 892-1254

SF-2000-2050

GUESS WHAT WANTED BM

For best bid, location also needed. No pets. No low offers. No (415) 674-1653

GUESS WHAT WANTED BHM

For best bid, location also needed. No pets. No low offers. No (415) 674-1653

Counseling

If you are feeling separated, lonely, or depressed, you may be ready for counseling...but fear the stigma of talking about your problems. It is time to take control of your life. Call Genevieve Polonsky, MSW at 822-6000 for an appointment.

THERAPY & COUNSELING

Karen is a licensed psychotherapist specializing in brief therapy for adult men and women. Karen has experience in the areas of depression, anxiety, sexual adjustment, career counseling, and life transitions. She is available for individual or couples therapy. Contact Karen (415) 697-9341 for an appointment. (415) 697-9341

JOBS WANTED

YOUNG HEALTHY MAN SEES WORK Instant disposition, mechanically inclined, gay, astrologer, macrobiotic cook, healing, living, yoga, martial, music, personal. Good DMV record, own car. Brooks 732-4936

JOBS OFFERS

For $500.00, you receive a 1 hour Germany-style massage. For $20.00, PWAs welcome. Joe 335-1954

WORKSHOPS

TAOIST EROTIC MASSAGE A Class With Joseph Kramer Mixed various Taoist traditions and from the work of the Taoist healers. Learn to use Taoist erotic massaging techniques. This five hour course will give you a deep understanding of the Taoist energetic body. The Taoist energetic body is the root of all sexuality. $25.00. Body Electric School

LET US ADVERTISE YOUR SAY Kay saw it in the Sentinel - Say it to the people.

THE OFFICIAL REIKI PROGRAM FREE Program at the Body Electric School Thurs Nov. 12, 7:30 pm with Michael Lacey. Learn to direct universal light energy with your hands to yourself and others. $25 for the program and for a seven session workshop Nov. 21 & 22. Pre-registration required. 981-1100. Both at QM, S & 5, Mission.

TRANSFORMATIONAL SEX A Class With Joseph Kramer An advanced workshop for men and women. Participants are encouraged to talk and share their fantasies and how they visualizing. BREAKING THROUGH

A Class With Teri Marlin/Ruth Dondick Learn to live at full capacity: relax and energize. We are two sensitive body workers and breath specialists. We will show you how to work with the body, separating ejaculation and orgasm, masturbation as self-therapy, six stages to full body orgasm every time, separating relaxation and orgasm, healing the heart-genital connection, enhancing and prolonging orgasm. There is no sex or nudity in this workshop. It is open to anyone interested in learning about pleasurable homosexual hwormork. November 7, 7:30-11:30 pm. $25. Body Electric School

LEATHER GALORE!

WANTED ENTREPRENEURS Formation of New Agency SF Area, eventually Nationalize Men and Women. Excellent Diversity Agency. We need all types. Must be open-minded, willing to please a selected clientele. Must be signed up on a national agency list. For more details, write to, Robson's P.O. Box 4312 Daly City, CA 94010

We're Looking For A Few Good Men

GROWTH

DEPRESSION/Self-Esteem/Aging

GRIEF SUPPORT GROUP

Now Accepting New Members

SAGE Sojourner, 11 am to 2 pm at Shanti, SF (No fee)

Some of the topics we will be discussing are: Separation, relationships, illness and injury. Issues of life’s frustrations and transitions, partnerships, roles, family. Contact Carol Fiul (IR 011341) for an appointment.

SELF HEALING WORKSHOP

A Class With Joseph Kramer From Taoist traditions and from the work of the Taoist healers. Learn to use Taoist erotic massaging techniques. This five hour course will give you a deep understanding of the Taoist energetic body. The Taoist energetic body is the root of all sexuality. $25.00. Body Electric School

MEET OUR NEW FUNDRAISER

Vesper Hospice to serve terminally ill patients or people with AIDS. To apply call 632-4390

VASPER HOSPICE

is exploring the possibilities of joining their team and finding a place for this program to thrive. To learn more about the opportunities, please contact 632-4390.

LIKE TO TALK DIRTY... and get paid for it?

2pm - 6 pm 10 pm - 2 am $3 per hour Michael 821-6450

RENTALS


Dent 407-4088

Rental

GUARDIAN CLASSIFIEDS

November 7, 7:30-11:30 pm. $25. Body Electric School

Brecht & Kastein, MA • Noe Valley 641-1643 or Murray D. Levine, PhD; Robert Dossett, MA • Noe Valley 641-1643

FREE

Guaranteed Connection 24 Hours A DAY

PUT IN YOUR CALL TO

CONNECTION

(415) 391-6655

Great Looking Guys!
If busy call (415) 976-MATCH 976-6282
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ROOMMATES

3RD ROOMATE WANTED
Two gay men looking for same to share large, sunny 3 BR flat in Castro area! Yard, garage, dishwasher, washer/dryer, view of Twin Peaks, new carpet, close to Muni Metro. We are smokers, ages 36 and 43. We would welcome a roommate of any race. Rent is $417/month plus 1/4 utilities. Available now: Dennis or John 863-6404.

SHARE HOUSE — SAN ANSELMO

PRIVATE room with full tile bath in comfortable home on sunny Pomeront Hill — downtown skyline view — parking right in front — hardwood floors and carpets. Evens 1-6, 333-3442.

ROOMMATES WANTED
Oakland/East Bay

SHARE PRIVATE HILLSIDE HOME
Ocean and bay views, fireplace, skylights. 2 bedroom, 1 bath, shared study, dinning room, large kitchen, dishwasher, laundry, patio, yard, parking. Non-smoker, non-drinker. $350 plus utilities. 282-3440.

ROOMMATES™
For compatible, trustworthy roommates!
Oakland/East Bay
533-9949

SHARE PRIVATE HILLSIDE HOME
Ocean and bay views, fireplace, skylights, 2 bedrooms, 1 bath, study, dining room, large kitchen, dishwasher, laundry, patio, yard, parking. Non-smoker. $350 plus utilities. 238-5475.

$365 New 3 BR/2 BATH
Sunny all electric kitchen, Falk, W/D, cable TV, garage, clean, share with 2 quiet gay males. Available Nov. 1. 19th and Dolores — 864-4150.

Garrett (Small Room) wanted in Noe Valley, Castro, etc. for 1/3 time use by sailboat live-aboard. Bruce — phonemat # 955-2899 (24 hrs.). Will also house sit. Good references.

TRAVEL AND ACCOMMODATIONS

PHOENIX
Brian and Darrell invite you to enjoy their Deluxe, Private Resort located in Sunny Arizona. Come relax, play, and dine! Call or write for complete information, brochure or reservations:
Westways Resort
P. O. Box 41624
Phoenix, A2 85080
(602) 582-3868
Member GTA

365 New 3 BR/2 BATH
Sunny all electric kitchen, Falk, W/D, cable TV, garage, clean, share with 2 quiet gay males. Available Nov. 1. 19th and Dolores — 864-4150.

Part-time Day OR Evening
American Conservatory Theater needs energetic theater lovers for our annual subscription campaign. Telemarketing experience helps, will train. $5/hr base against commission to start. Cash bonuses. FREE TICKETS. Call 673-0275.

MUSICIANS

Let Our Advertisers Know
Say you saw it in the Sentinel

Mutual Ad

Continued on next page
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WOMAN TO WOMAN

(213) 976-HERS
(415)

At last, a hot new fantasy line designed for Gay women. Dial 976-4377 and hear erotic tales of hot lesbian action making your wildest dreams come true. Created for women by women.

It's for you.

Just remember 976-HERS

Must be 18 years old to call. $2.00 + tolls if any.
CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

The group, formerly known as C.I.P., now meets twice every week: Wednesdays and Saturdays. For more information call Jan at 826-6471, Ron at 431-7867 or Todd at 883-1270.

AIDS patient, painter for Architects & Designers for ten years. Resume available. Can work 5 hr. days, has own equipment. Reasonable rates — evening appointments only. Call now to reserve a place for October 30 & 31. $25.00 complete. 621-3445.

ATTORNEYS

CRIMINAL DEFENSE
DUI, Juvenile, Family Law
Reasonable rates — evening appointments only. Call now to reserve a place for October 30 & 31. $25.00 complete. BOB DOUGLAS 552-9640.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

FRESH-START BANKRUPTCY SERVICE
(415) 641-7620
FLAT FEE $55

FINANCIAL SERVICES

FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION WITH EXPERIENCED ATTORNEY
Walter R. Nelson Law Offices
864-0449

TYPSETTING

Attention: Writers and Businesspeople
• Manuscripts • Newsletters • Menus
• Flyers • Invitations
Reasonable Prices
First Gallay Typesetting
928-2095

EACH CASE...1ST DIFFERENT 60-MINUTE JO VIDEOTAPES

Transfered to tape from private film collection. Dozens of hunky young models, huge equipment, great locations every 5 or 6 minutes! Good image, good color, soft rock music. All safe and let these videos into your VCR become your favorite home companion! Sorry, no brochures or stills on these. But look into this bargain collection. Each $2.99 plus tax. $175 in stock. Bars made up on order. Ask for Adrienne Campina, ASCENDS VIDEO, 2001 Ellis, San Francisco 94117. Don't know — 5 or 6 minutes. LOW Rates. 24 Hours. LOW Rates. 24 Hours.

HALLOWEEN FACE MAKE-UP
by KEESMAE RITZ
Beauty Queen
Dress for success
Vamp
You name it
Professional makeup and hair stylist only. Call now to reserve a place for October 30 & 31. $25.00 complete. 621-3445.

GAY TELEPHONE BULLETIN BOARD INSTANTLY UPDATED LEAVE ADULT MESSAGES SEE IF THERE'S ONE FOR YOU
(415) 976-6677
$2.00 Plus Toll If Any

VOLUNTEERS WANTED

Continued from previous page

Cancer treatment and research. Volunteer needed for medical studies. Air raids and treatments at UCSF private practice free.

352-2304

AIDS BULLETIN BOARD

ENERGETIC PWA'S MEET
also SWARC and Seri Positives
The group, formerly known as C.I.P., now meets twice every week: Wednesdays and Saturdays. For more information call Jan at 826-6471, Ron at 431-7867 or Todd at 883-1270.

NEED A GAY FRIEND?

LEAVE A MESSAGE ON YOUR PRIVATE MAIL SERVICE
in Your Private Mail Service
"It's the talk of the town": Join the new conference line! You've called the rest. Now call the best!

JOIN THE NEW CONFERENCE LINE!

Your service center
"The talk of the town": Join the new conference line! You've called the rest. Now call the best!

24-HENRY

An intimate gay bar located on a quiet tree-lined street in the heart of the Castro. Great view, music, dance, drinks, food. Gay bar, restaurant, and through French doors serves first-rate meals.

11AM TO 7PM MON THRU SAT

LET OUR ADVERTISERS KNOW
Say you saw it in the Sentinel!
**BROTHER'S HAULERS**
One guy or two and a pickup. 
Dump Runs. 
Apartments. Basements. 
Attics and Yards all cleared, 
Dirt and Cement Chunks, 
Furniture and Box Deliveries. 
You name it!!!
• Fast • Hardworkers* Reasonable Rates
CALL US TODAY
HOME 552-7569
PAGER 337-3788
*After 3 beeps enter your phone number.
Wait for beeps, and hang up
*Touch Tone Phones Only*

**BASIC BALLET**
Free the captive dancer in you. 
Basic Ballet — morning and evening 
small classes in a supportive at­mosphere.
Dancers Stage — 60 Brady Street 
586-8536

**FULL MASSAGE**
RON $40 In 775-7057
FULL BODY MASSAGE
Done by experienced Massage Therapist in Oakland Call after 4:30 pm.
Rates: $35/hr, $35/½ hrs
MARK 263-3316

**TRIP TO ECSTASY!**
Come to my massage! Full body — 
buns & legs my specialty! Hot man 6', 
160#, Br/Br, moust. Call Russ anytime
In/out $40/50, add $5.00 for VISA/MC.
647-0944. Try me!

**A NATURAL MAN**
Gives an erotic massage. Handsome, 
Muscular, Hung and Healthy
Strong but sensitive. Andy, 24 hours. 
864-6097

**WARM CURRENT**
STRONG HEALING ENERGY
821-2351 MAX $45/90 min.

**PERSONAL COMPUTER**
Macintosh 512K plus ex drive, plus printer, image writer II and approximate­ly $800 in software plus manuals and desk — little used, like new — $1,000.
665-7970.

**LIVE ON STAGE**
NUDE MALE SEX SHOWS 
SOLO AND MAN-TO-MAN

**NEW VIDEO SUPERSTARS AND**
THE CAMPUS THEATRE 
VARSTY STRIP SHOW
TAKE YOU TO THE LIMIT!
PLUS
3 NEW VIDEOS WEEKLY 
ON OUR GIANT SCREEN
SHOW TIMES: 673-3384

**CAMPUSS THEATRE**
220 JONES ST • DOWNTOWN SF • 673-3384
55K • MON-SAT 1-3 AM • Fri & Sat Noon To 2 AM

**HARD BODY WELCOME**
A deluxe massage for men under 40. 
Complete full body, medium cool and 
Sensuously HOT too. Esalen, Swedish, 
and Shihatsu techniques. $35/hr, certi­fied.
STEVEN 641-9426

**TONIGHT**
Stretch out naked on my fur rug. Ex­perience a warm fire, soft music and a 
therapeutic hot-oil massage. Let physical 
& emotional tensions drain away. My hus­
turing hands and gentle words will leave 
you relaxed, refreshed & naturally high. 
Call Rick, 624-6700. 80 minutes — $30

**ATHLETIC MALE**
Masculine male available for strong 
Swedish, Esalen massage. Evenings and weekends.
TOM 431-2630

**RELAX IN CLASS**
A RELAXING MASSAGE
by a handsome, masculine blonde 
6', 190, beautifully nude 
muscular body, summer tan 
Firm, Erotic Swedish Massage 
Massage Lotion ft Table, Hard to Beat It 
$40 In/$55 Out 75 min.
Mike 931-0149 24 hrs.

**BALETS CLASSES**
BASIC BALLET
Free the captive dancer in you. 
Basic Ballet — morning and evening 
small classes in a supportive at­mosphere.
Dancers Stage — 60 Brady Street 
586-8536

**UPKEEP AND RENOVATIONS**

**ENVIRONMENTS**

**GEMINI MOVERS**
Specialists in 
office & households 
Licensed & Insured
CAL. T # 142874
821-4755
2003 23RD STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO • 94110

**Granny's Movers**
EST 1973
VISA & MASTERCHARGE
LOWEST LEGAL RATES
HOUSEHOLD & OFFICE MOVING 
567-6166

**FOR SALE**
PERSONAL COMPUTER 
Macintosh 512K plus ex drive, plus 
printer, image writer II and approxi­mate­ly $800 in software plus manuals and desk — little used, like new — $1,000.
665-7970.

**MOVING AND HAULING**
One guy or two and a pickup. 
Dump Runs. 
Apartments. Basements. 
Attics and Yards all cleared, 
Dirt and Cement Chunks, 
Furniture and Box Deliveries. 
You name it!!!
• Fast • Hardworkers* Reasonable Rates
CALL US TODAY
HOME 552-7569
PAGER 337-3788
*After 3 beeps enter your phone number.
Wait for beeps, and hang up
*Touch Tone Phones Only*

**MASSAGE**
BLONDE CANADIAN
Photo by Rene

**VISIT HEAVEN!**
Sensual Massage
MIKE & JEFF 567-2345

**UPKEEP AND RENOVATIONS**

**ENVIRONMENTS**

**MASSAGE**

**UPKEEP AND RENOVATIONS**

**GEMINI MOVERS**
Specialists in 
office & households 
Licensed & Insured
CAL. T # 142874
821-4755
2003 23RD STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO • 94110

**Granny's Movers**
EST 1973
VISA & MASTERCHARGE
LOWEST LEGAL RATES
HOUSEHOLD & OFFICE MOVING 
567-6166

**FOR SALE**
PERSONAL COMPUTER 
Macintosh 512K plus ex drive, plus 
printer, image writer II and approxi­mate­ly $800 in software plus manuals and desk — little used, like new — $1,000.
665-7970.

**MOVING AND HAULING**
One guy or two and a pickup. 
Dump Runs. 
Apartments. Basements. 
Attics and Yards all cleared, 
Dirt and Cement Chunks, 
Furniture and Box Deliveries. 
You name it!!!
• Fast • Hardworkers* Reasonable Rates
CALL US TODAY
HOME 552-7569
PAGER 337-3788
*After 3 beeps enter your phone number.
Wait for beeps, and hang up
*Touch Tone Phones Only*
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE...

SHARE SOME SWEAT WITH UP TO 8 OTHER MEN

LEATHER • BAD • DADDYS
UNIFORMS • BIKERS
MASTERS • SLAVES
TRUCKERS

415 976-7500
and try our HEAVY-ACTION CONNECTION in Chicago
312-855-1951, -1952 or -1953

PHOTO: DRUMMER
When one just is not enough!

Three minutes of uncensored conversation with up to six gay men calling at random. Fulfill your fantasies, make connections, talk, listen or romance.

415 976-BODS

NOT A RECORDED MESSAGE
MUST BE 18 OR OLDER
976-2637